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Thursday Night Live Brings
Dem Candidates to Campus
BY ALEX GORDON
News Writer
On Thursday, November 15,
Hamlin Hall became a locus of
Democratic activity as the Trin-
ity College and Central Con-
necticut State University
Democrats hosted Thursday
Night Live.
The program was intended to
have "a relaxed atmosphere"
that not only provided students
information about local Demo-
crats and ways to get involved
with them but also entertain-
ment and socializing, says Dave
Alexander '03, treasurer of the
College Democrats.
Approximately fifty-five
people from Trinity, Yale,
Wesleyan UConn, Fairfield
University and Central Con-
necticut turned out for the
event, which was covered in
part by Fox 61 and ran from 7-9
PM. It included such speakers as
President Pro-Tempore of the
Connecticut State Senate Kevin
Sullivan, Connecticut State
Senate Majority Leader George
Jepsen and comedian A.
Whitney Brown.
The night began with conver-
sation and refreshments be-
tween students, a few faculty
and the politicians. At about
7:30 PM, Alexander introduced
Acting President Ron Thomas,
who spoke briefly about
Trinity's efforts to foster a "life of
civic engagement" through a
liberal arts education that "sets
minds free."
President Thomas then went
on to introduce Sullivan, a
member of the Trinity class of
1971. In addition to his political
career, Senator Sullivan is also
Vice President of Institutional
Affairs and Development here
at Trinity, having worked exten-
sively with the creation of the
Learning Corridor. He ex-
pressed delight at seeing so
many students in the audience
getting involved with politics
like he did during his college
years. He also spoke briefly
about the importance of youth
involvement in the political
world, stating that the older
players need fresh supporters
with new ideas to "reshape, re-
vitalize and reform" politics.
In order to set the stage for the
following speakers - the three
Democratic candidates for Gov-
ernor of Connecticut - Sullivan
outlined the type of person nec-
essary to improve Connecticut
where he believed current gov-
ernor John Rowland, a Repub-
see DEMOCRATS on page five
A. Whitney Brown, a familiar face from Saturday
NightLive, introduced all the speakers.
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Praxis' Third Great Pie Bake
BY SARAH HOYLE AND
RYAN LERNER
News Writers
Rows of half-completed pies decorate a tabletop as Praxis volunteers use an
assembly line method to fill them. Praxis took over Mather kitchen on
Saturday to bake the 500 pies.
DANA BETTERTON
First-Year Seminars
lympics
What could possibly get a
Trinity student up at 8:15 AM
after the 80s Party? The answer
is a project that counts for 25
percent of their grade and forty
12 year-olds.
This project is the Second
Annual Hartford Olympics,
sponsored by two First-Year
Seminars for students at Quirk
Middle School on November 17.
The Hartford Olympics is a
collaborative effort between the
Trinity students and professors
and the Quirk teachers and stu-
dents. It provides this group of
motivated middle-schoolers
with an opportunity to learn
more about sports and society -
in both ancient and modern
times. This is not boring lecture,
though. A series of athletic
competitions are designed for
middle-schoolers to enjoy their
own Olympic experience.
One of the seminars is the
"Sports in Society: Victory vs.
Values" taught by Robin
Sheppard.the Associate Athlet-
ics Director, This seminar is
based on the critical evaluation
of the place of sports and ath-
letics in society. It examines
ethics, spirits, attitude, rules of
the gaming, atmosphere, fans,
gender equity and awareness,
coaching, and parental involve-
ment in sports at all levels -
youth, collegiate and profes-
sional.
The other seminar is Sarah
Harrell's, an Associate Profes-
sor in the Classics Depart-
ment, "Body Politics: The
Power of Ancient Greek Ath-
letics." This seminar focuses
on the importance of sports in
an ancient society rather than
their importance in our mod-
, ern society. Some of the top-
ics the students explore
include the relationship be-
tween competition and reli-
gion, politics, education, arts,
and literature in Greek cul-
ture. LikeSheppard'ssemin.ar,
Harrell's students also con-
sider class, gender and
ethnicity in athletic competi-
tions.
see CROWN on page eight
BY DANA BETTERTON
News Writer
This past Saturday, Praxis, the
community service group who
lives in the Doonesbury dormi-
tory, completed its third annual
"Great Pie Project."
Two years ago, Praxis entered
its first pie-baking endeavor;
they have increased their bak-
ing output every subsequent
year. This year Praxis volunteers
baked a total of 500 pies. They
didn't limit themselves to
grandma's apple pie either; vari-
ous organizations throughout
Hartford will receive a combi-
nation of apple, blueberry,
strawberry and cherry pies.
Every year, Praxis invades the
Mather kitchen to find a facil-
ity large enough to accommo-
date the volunteers and their
significant pie-making goals.
This year, the various types of
fillings were donated by Food
Share, a local food warehouse.
Every year Food Share receives
hundreds of requests from shel-
ters and organizations through-
out Hartford as they try to meet
the demand of families in need
of their Thanksgiving dinners.
Through Food Share, Praxis is
able to contact the specific or-
ganizations in need of food and
to find homes for its many pies.
This year, the pies will be dis-
tributed to five different Hart-
ford groups attempting to
alleviate the financial burden of
Thanksgiving for needy fami-
lies in Hartford. The pies will
be going to the Iglesia de Dios,
the Burns Family Resource
Center, Our Lady of Sorrows
and the ConnPIRG Thanksgiv-
ing basket program.
see PIES on page five
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Trinity Students Give Thanks For a Much Needed Break
Thanksgiving marks the first and only extended break of the fall semester.
Maybe it is due to recent political events or maybe it is just the same old end-of-
the-semester crunch, but Trinity students are suffering from major burnout and
could have used a break long ago. By the time Thanksgiving rolls around, stu-
dents have had almost three straight months fraught with academic, extracurricu-
lar, and social activities and pressures. The stressful lifestyle that the average
ot sleepYrugHtT'Many of us skip meals and pull consecutive all-nigfiters just to'
turn out mediocre work on lime. Some of this may be due to procrastination, but
even the most organized and diligent student finds himself wishing for a forty-
eight hour day.
This rigorous and stressful schedule leads to only one end: burnout, By this
point in the semester, students are completely overworked. We're sick, we're
tired, and we start taking mental health days off from classes only to find ourselves
more overloaded afterwards. We've been counting the hours until Thanksgiving
since last week.
Those of us who still remember the good old days of Reading Week remem-
ber a time when students weren't lying on their deathbeds and wasting away from
a lack of food and sleep in the week previous to Thanksgiving break. Reading
Week, provided students with a wonderful mid-semester break and helped allevi-
ate the anxiety and tension of students'frantic schedules.
In lieu of the student body's current state of mental and physical health, it is
once again time to reconsider bringing back Reading Week. With the reinstate-
ment of this break, students could catch up on reading, research for theses, study
for midterms, get a head start on papers, sleep off that mid-semester cold before it
becomes the lingering flu, or take a much needed trip home to save one's sanity
and eat a few decent meals.
Eliminating Reading Week from the academic calendar was one of the less
intelligent decisions the administration and trustees have made. The large major-
ity of the student body sadly watched as our Reading Week became Midsession
and as Midsession became the almost useless Trinity Days. Any student or faculty
member on campus would argue that with the loss of Reading Week came more
stress, more illness, more absences, and less quality work. If superior academic
performance is the top priority of the school, then the school should make it a
priority to provide an environment and calendar conducive to creating quality aca-
demic performances.
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An End to Apathy
Even After World-Wide Crisis Trin Still Apathetic
BY BRIAN NANOS
\J Opinions Editor
I do not think that anyone
will disagree with my saying
that the general student popu-
lation here at Trinity suffers
from a general apathy. Approxi-
mately twice every semester, an
article scolding the majority of
our student population for be-
ing too apathetic appears
quences of ignorance and apa-
thy.
Before September 11, the ma-
jority of Americans lived lives
that were sheltered by the pros-
perity of this nation from the re-
alities of the world.
Sure, terrorist groups were
out there, and sure, Afghanistan
was being ruled by the Taliban.
These things, however, seemed
to have nothing to do with us.
Instead of spending our time
The reason for our apathy towards the
problems of the world is that these problems
seem to have little effect on us at Trinity.
within the pages of the Tripod.
Of course, the majority of stu-
dents are often too apathetic to
ever read the articles, and there-
fore it doesn't serve much of a
purpose at all.
In writing this article, I'm as-
suming that the apathy of Trin-
ity students is an accepted fact.
The question is not "are we, in
general, an apathetic campus"
but, "why are we so apathetic"
and "why shouldn't we be?" If
you are one of the few who write
letters and have an opinion,
then don't take this to heart.
The reason for the Trinity stu-
dents' general apathy towards
the problems of the world is that
these problems seem to have
little effect on us here at Trinity.
Most of us feel that our station
in life protects us from the
"harsh realities" of the real
world. To some of us, even our
own campus looks like a safe-
haven from che realities of the
surrounding city. Of course,
this illusion is shattered every
time one of us is mugged. What
we fail to notice, however, is that
sooner or later the majority of
us will have to deal with what
now seems like the outside
world.
For now, the majority of Trin-
ity students lives a life sheltered
from the real world. None of the
problems of the outside seem to
haveanything to do with us. In-
stead of spending our energy
thinkingabout them, we spend
most of it worrying about such
unimportant • subjects as
Playstation, the Yankees,
Mather food, and the Daily Jolt.
The tragic events of last Sep-
tember should serve to warn all
of us of the horrible conse-
and energy thinking about
them, we spent most of it wor-
rying about such topics as O.J.,
Elian Gonzalez, Monica, and
Gary Condit.
The events of September 11
proved that it's impossible for
any people, even in the richest,
most powerful nation in the
world, to ignore the problems
forever. On that day our eyes
were opened to the reality of the
world, and now everything
seems a lot more real, and a lot
more frightening.
So America snapped to atten-
tion,, in many respects. Never
before (since World War II, any-
way) have so many American
flags been plastered across cars,
houses, and office buildings.
Never before has such a large
proportion of Americans stood
on the same side of a political
issue (i.e. the war in Afghani-
stan) This is not to say that ev-
eryone supports it, but the
majority certainly does.
However, Trinity has not
snapped to attention with the
same ; vigor as the rest of
America. Perhaps it is because
we treat ourselves like we are
our own little country, so until
something directly affects us we
will act like the rest of America
did until we were shocked by
four planes and three buildings
colliding.
I'm not saying that someone
has to blow up Mather in order
for us to realize that there is,
something else going on out
there. Students get mugged, stu-
dents get guns pulled on them,
cars get vandalized. This seems
like it should be enough for us
to realize that the bubble of
Trinity won't always be there.
Pillow Talk would like to wish you a happy Thanksgiv-
ing. Pillow Talk is thankful for a few days off from classes,
home cooking, and a few nights of rest in Pillow Talk's own
bed with Pillow Talk's own dog, Pillow Spot. Have a nice one
with you and yours.
The 80s Party
Pillow Talk was pleased to see
so many TrinTrin peeps out on
Friday night. Pillow Talk was
not pleased, however.to be
marinated in beer.
A Always cool to see Trinity
Hartford Olympics "Jr interacting with the commu-
nitykids.
Thanksgiving at
Mather
Pillow Talk experienced
nothing worth giving thanks
for. Momma Pillow Talk has
nothing to compete with.
Hunger and Homelessness
Week
Trinity takes one more step
towards improving the world.
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Civil Liberties Are at Risk
BY HOPE ROTH
Opinions Columnist
This is a scary time to be
alive. After the events of Sep-
tember 11, the plane crash in
the Bronx last week, the ongo-
ing Anthrax scare... most of us
are petrified. I'm petrified. Ev-
ery day activities, traveling by
plane, going to work, opening
up the mail, they all seem omi-
nous and threatening in ways
that none of us could have pos-
sibly imagined six months ago.
In this climate of fear and
foreboding, we cannot allow
our concerns about our safety
and the threat of terrorism to
cause us to abandon the ideals
upon which our country was
founded. Life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, these are
not just words written down in
a history book somewhere. The
framers of our constitution
would be appalled at what is
currently transpiring in our
American government.
In the months following the
horrific acts of September 11,
Americans have come together
to sing America's praises. Well,
while we've been busy singing
"God Bless America" and wav-
ing the flag, our government
terrorists" and their lawyers? Of
course not, because this was a
back-door measure that was
meant to be passed in secret and
never discussed.
This regulation is a gross vio-
lation of the client-attorney
privilege. We cannot allow the
government to eavesdrop on
private conversations between
lawyers and their clie nts. It goes
against the whole idea of right
to counsel and a fair trial. Un-
der the new regulations, law
enforcement wouldn't even
need a warrant to tape these
conversations.
Did you know that millions
of Afghani citizens are in dan-
ger of starving to death this
winter as a result of our mili-
tary actions? Of course not, be-
cause the American Media
Conglomerates would never,
ever, ever portray this war as
anything but good versus evil.
Have you seen any pictures of
civilian casualties? Of course
not, because if the American
people could see what is being
perpetrated in their name over
in Afghanistan, the support rate
for this "war" might not be hov-
ering around 90%.
The fact of the matter is this,
our government is using the
current crisis as an excuse to se-
// America were really the home of the free
and the brave, 1 wouldn't be fearing for my
civil liberties.
has been conspiring to strip us
of our civil liberties, suppress
verely damage the American
way of life, civil liberties, the
harmful bills analaws, aTTiji*
the name of the "war on terror-
m
r i j
in Hartford because they are
anti-war? Well, apparently the
cops here are in favor of the war
in Afghanistan.
In a famous remark, Benjamin
Franklin stated the following,
"Those who would give up es-
sential liberty to purchase a
little temporary safety, deserve
neither liberty nor safety." In
our rush to protect ourselves
from the evils of terrorism, we
Americans are neglecting and
rejecting the ideals that have
made our country so great. We
sold our souls lor a false sense of
security.
I find it highly ironic that our
government can say of the ter-
rorists, "they hate us because
they hate freedom," to the
American public and then, once
the cameras are turned off, do
everything in their power to
strip us of all our rights and
freedoms. If America was really
the home of the free and the
brave, I wouldn't be fearing for
my civil liberties.
I'm petrified. I'm scared that
I'm going to wake up tomorrow
morning and it'll be World War
III. I'm scared that someone
might try to hijack my Dad's
plane when he flies down to
New Orleans next weekend, I'm
scared that someone might try
to blow up a mall while my
Mom is doing her Christmas
shopping. I'm scared of nuclear
war. I'm scared of bio-terrorism.
But even more so, I'm scared
of my own government. 1 don't
know if there are any more ter-
rorist plots.
1 do know that my govern-
ism."
Did you know that the Bu-
reau of Prisons just enacted a
regulation that allows law en-
forcement to tape-record con-
versations between "suspected
nost of other ideas and prin-
ciples. Drilling in the Arctic?
The government claims that it's
necessary to boost our economy.
Indefinitely detaining immi-
grants with no probable cause?
Well, they might be terrorists.
Beating up peaceful protesters
i a poice h
threat is intangible. It may or
may not be real.
The threat from our govern-
ment is very much tangible. It
is very much a real threat. And
that scares me even more than
fifty terrorist bombs.
Saturday Night...
Beer Shortage? Alternatives to Drinking
BY SIMON SAICHEK
jj^,- Opinions Writer
Here are some silly pseudo-
realistic things to do when
you're buddy hasn't come
through with the brews or is
lacking in the liquor depart-
ment. First on the list, for obvi-
ous reasons, is cubing. Also
known as iceblocking, this non-
winter sport involves acquiring
a large block of ice, which can
your name) of the Chester B.
Harrington Memorial Frolf So-
ciety will now make the first
throw for my team." Then, you
let fly with the frisbee and hope
that it goes in the direction of
the p're-decided goal.
The game is scored similar to
match-play golf. Whichever
team wins a hole gets a point. 1!
the teams tie, the point carries
over to the next hole. In a close
match the entire 10 points of a
standard victory may be won or
Sounds stupid? Well, don't let that deter you,
getting so plastered that your stomach has
to be pumped is stupid too.
be done by the judicious use of
a care-package box, a plastic
bag, a freezer and lots of water,
taking this large block of ice,
placing your posterior or belly
or back upon it and sliding
down the grassy hill next to the
chapel.
Sounds cold? Well it is. Sound
stupid? Well, it's that too, but
don't let that deter you because
getting so plastered that your,
stomach has to be pumped is
stupid too. Anyway, have fun
with the concept. Get two
blocks and race. Dare each other
to dp it with varying amounts
of clothing on.
Create an obstacle course and
use your feet as a rudder to avoid .'
the articles of clothing strewn
about as barricades; Going
down headfirst on your back
can be a spiritual experience as
3tf stare atthe.stars and hpc
in a police state.'The 'terrorist tfiaryoti don t crack your Head
open on the rapidly approach-
ing concrete. There, cubing as
idea number one, stated.
My next idea is frolf, other-
wise known as frisbee golf. My
first suggestion is for God's sake
don't play with someone who
knows how to throw a frisbee.
The real purpose of this game
isn't to get the frisbee to its goal
but rather to have as much fun
as possible while playing.
Divide into two teams, or
however many Frisbees of sim i-
lar type you may acquire. But
make it a team game 'cause it's
more fun that way. Establish a
team name like "The Chester B.
H a r r i n g t o n
Memorial Frolf Society."
Next pick a hole, like the front
door of Mather or, the emer-
gency call box belowjackson. It
lost on a single hole. This again,
merelyadds to the intensity.
The final odd alternative to
drinking on a typical night is
classic hide and go seek. This
vastly underrated game was
given a pass by most people
once they learned how to tie
their own shoes, but 1 swear it
can be a blast so long as Cam-
pus Safety doesn't arrest you for
suspicious behavior.
There are many variations on
the game, and 1 will touch upon
three of them briefly. For the
most energetic of crowds the is
classic hide-and-go-seek tag. In
this version of the game, one
person is "It." He counts to 100
while everyone else hides. Once
"It" has completed, he goes out
in seek of the hiders. The hiders
then break from cover and at-
tempt, to touch the base before
tjie "It." person touches them.
F*orthe sake of Mi t here is typi-
cally a rule that when one per-
son has been "It" fortwo rounds,
on his third round the last per-
son back to base is "It." There, in
a nutshell, is version number
one. . . '
Version number two is iden-
tical to number one except it is
played with tearrisand is there-
fore more heated. If the major-
ity of members of the hiding
team reach base safely, they get
to hide again. ' \
Simple, straightforward, I'm
m o v i n g o n . - • . . • - , • • . . • •
The final version is for a less
athletic hide-and-go-seek,
crowd. In this version one per-,
son hides while.the remainder
counts. When' the pre-deter-'
mined number has been
reached, all the counters go in
search of thehideh Whensome-
Don't feel limited to getting smashed and
trying to have sex with the first semi-evolved
thing that steps in front of you.
doesn't matter'if you can't see
the target, or if in fact the target
is more than a mile away. This
will merely make the game
more interesting.
Discuss tactics with your
teammates, making a big show
of the importance of the game.
When you make a good throw
scream, like you've been bitten
by an ocelot and when you
make a poor throw, growl like a
sexually-deprived gorilla. All
this will add to the fun of the
game. .
Once the hole has been se-
lected,: prepare to throw from
the pre-determined star line.
Force yourself to say "I (state
one locates that person, he does
not call out, but rather hides
with the person until everyone
but one has located the hider. At
that point, feel free to laugh at
the one person still looking un-
til he notices you by the loud
guffawing he hears.
So, in a nutshell, there are in-
numerable ideas for things to do
when the boozebuddy doesn't
come through, or even if they
"do.' . . /•• .• :
Don't feel limited to getting
smashed and trying to have sex
with the first semi-evolved
thing that steps in front of you.
There are a plethora of exciting
things to do.
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Camp TrinTrin Living Truly Like Camping, Bugs and All
BY LISSY WOODHAMS
Opinions Editor
When my mother dropped me off at
Jaryis Towers three years ago for my fate-
ful freshmen year, she cried, as most
mothers do. What I later learned is that
those tears were at least partially caused
by the livingarrangementsshe was leav-
ing me in.
My freshman year was the year of the
Jarvis Towers triples and sextuplets in
the lounges. When we walked into the
room and met my roommates, 1 was
dizzy with excitement and failed to no-
tice the truly tight quarters. 1 was en-
thralled by the beauty of the gothic
architecture, the elegance of the entire
quad 1 was "lucky" enough to be living
in, and the concept of single bathrooms
(which 1 had heard was an absolute rar-
ity on college campuses). As much as my
parents complained about the full tu-
ition we paid and the absolute repulsive-
ness of the dorms, I swore that all college
dorms were smelly, painfully small, and
made of cinder blocks.
It took a trip to Northwestern Univer-
sity in Chicago last year to convince me
otherwise. The tuition at Northwestern
is slightly less than at Trinity and they
are ranked slightly higher. And their
dorms are phenomenally more livable.
Not.only have they never had com-
plaints of rats, but their floors are wood,
their rooms are larger, and their walls are
not cinderblocks. The windows open
without question, there are not coats of
paint from the 60s and 70s caked on ev-
erything, and the heat works.
This year my younger brother began
his freshman year at Western Washing-
ton University in Bellingham, Washing-
ton. My parents dropped him off and
called me later that week. One of the
things they mentioned first off was how
much more livable his room was, versus
any of the rooms that I've had here. I lis-
tened and then changed the subject, but
I'm beginning to realize, more and more,
that we are truly living in unlivable con-
ditions.
I am a mentor this year, and am there-
fore living in a freshmen dorm. My room
mate and I were lucky enough to have
been able to snag one of the doubles with
the bathroom, and for that we are ex-
ceedingly grateful. There's a catch
though: we have ants. Red ants. Ants that
bite and then itch. Ants that attack our
sink and our walls and our floor and our
toothbrush cup. We kill at least fifty a
day between the two of us. They emerge
from behind the permanently stained
mirror, from the cracks in the tiling, and
the holes in the wall. They attack our
food, our desks, and they can not be de-
stroyed. We've tried. We bought three ant
traps at the beginning of the year in
hopes of kil ling the population. They're
still there. This week we had an abun-
dance (to the point where we could not
kill all the ants that we saw), so we called
buildings and grounds twice, only to
leave livid messages and not get a re-
sponse. They eventually brought over
ant traps, the same ones we already had,
so now we have nine ant traps and our
bathroom smells like Raid. We can't live
like this.
On top of it all, we pay for housing. We
pay for our bathrooms and our hallways
to get cleaned; that is part of the hous-
ing deal. Anyone who that has a private
bathroom knows the price we pay for
having it: it does not get cleaned by the
school, and it should be, every day, the
same way it does for the other bath-
rooms.
That's just the beginning. The heat
tends to be tempermental. The walls are
caked with thirty-year-old paint. The
wooden doors have holes and cracks in
them. My bookshelf above my desk was
nailed into the wall crooked, to the point
where books on the right side of the shelf
shift to the left because the angle is too
large for them to stand by. themselves
without me leaning them dramatically
to the right. Would it have taken that
much more time to measure the wall
and drill the bookshelf in straight?
The worst part about it is that we don't
really have any other options. This is a
community-oriented campus, and by
community 1 mean the Trinity students.
There are very few of f-campus living op-
tions, and even if there were, they would
involve walking down Broad Street or
New Britain Avenue late at night, which
has been repeatedly not advised.
Perhaps this is picky. Perhaps this
sounds like the quintessential Trinity
student whining about living arrange-
ments that are fine with the "normal"
college student. But these are not normal
living arrangements. Most of us don't
have kitchen access, requiring that we
eat the campus food (which is another
story entirely), our bathrooms are grimy,
there are rats and ants and it feels like
everything is falling apart, dirty, and
haphazardly organized. I challenge the
faculty and administration to spend a
weekend in the dorm and see how liv-
able they think it as after that. I make this
proposal: I know this cannot be fixed
overnight, and it will not be fixed in my
time as a student. The campus owns a
number of buildings on Vernon Street
that could be made into fabulous hous-
ing arrangements, co-op style, for upper-
classmen.
They just built an enormous adm inis-
tration building, opening up other of-
fices that can be used for the offices on
Vernon. We have the space, Trinity has
the money, and the students have the
need.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Closing Off the Campus to the Community
Opposes Standards That Trinity is Fostering
To the Editor:
I am writing to address some serious
stand the different cultures that sur-
round us. To put up walls, to place Cam-
editorial by Chr i s S i l v e r m a n , t i t led
"Trinity's Open Gates Compromise Stu-
dent Safety." I work in the Admissions
Off ice as a Student Admissions Associ-
ate.andthe.firstithingthatltellprospec-
tiye students when cond ucting a group
informaUQn,sessionis that the mission
:0f Trinity.College is to produce civic--'
.minded- adults, committednot just to
fostering a sense; of community within
the boundaries, of our institution, but
. within the;greater Hartford area as a
, whole.: ,1 truly believe that Hartford is
just as much a part of Trinity as Trinity
campus and require them to patrol "the
daily movements of our community is
to take them away from their other valu-
able duties in protecting the student,
body. Forcing Trinity students and Hart-:
ford residents to check in tothe campus,
, aside from provoking an outroar over the
inconvenience from the student body,
would cause resentment and feelings of
isolation from the very community that
we have tried so hard to welcome. And
although I believe that those in the Hart-
ford community who wish to do harm
to Trinity students, faculty, administra-
The Jack of fences, closed gates, and walls symbolizes
Trinity's continuing commitment to the goal of a larger
community.
is of Hartford. What kind of symbol
would it be, after having made such a
commitment to Hartford with our
Neighborhood Revitalization initiatives
such as the Learning Corridor and the
efforts of our Office of Community Ser-
vice and Civic Engagement to involve
Trinity students in the city, to close off
our walls, to once again become an un-
touchable city on a hill, where neighbor-
hood residents are reminded every day
that Trinity is a place where they are to
always feel unwelcome?
I understand that some students are
fearful and sometimes even resentful of
those members of the Hartford commu-
nity who may abuse, as they certainly
did to the writer of this piece, Trinity's
policy of openness. However, I believe
that as a whole, welcoming the popula-
tion of the City of Hartford onto the Trin-
ity campus with open arms has served
to give Hartford citizens and Trinity stu-
dents a greater understanding of the
world we live in.
From the trying timessince Septem-
ber 11, I have learned that there is noth-
ing more important than the lessons we
are taught by making the effort to under-
tion, and staff are few and far between, 1
will say that those who truly intend to
vandalize, harass, or otherwise harm the
population of the college will find a way
around a few closed walls.
The lack of fences, closed gates, and
walls symbolizes Trinity's continuing
commitment to the goal of a larger com
munity, a goal I believe to be fundamen-
tal not just to the mission of this college,
but also to human existence. I refuse to
believe that we live in a world where our
differences cannot be overcome, or
where the solution to every problem is
simply shutting ourselves off in large de-
gree from the world around us..
Our freedom and the influence we
place on welcoming and respecting the
Trinity community, keeping in mind
that Hartford residents are a part of that
community as well, are the things that
make me proud to attend this college
The day we rebuild those walls, effec-
tively closing out the outside world, is the
day I will no longer feel that sense of
pride having attended this institution..
Sincerely,
Kathleen Clark'02
Tripod Misinterprets the Definition of Conserva-
tive Values and the Goals of Liberal Activists
To the Editor:
Upon, reading Nate Baker^ s "Freedom
£§B$$glJ*br Sqpie" pieqfeintheJrjjppi I§B$ p p q j j p
felt a certain obligation to reply to many
of the points raised in the argument that
he outlined. While.in principle the ar-
ticle raised a valid concern, 1 felt that the
subsequent arguments needed elabora-
tion or at times correction. ;.'" ,,
Mr. Baker points put that our society
is based on "conservative values." I
would contest this. In fact, the principles
on which our country was founded were
radical ideas in economics and politics
at the time that our constitution was
written. The idea of innate rights, rep-
resentative government, certain free-
doms of political and religious views
were revolutionary ideas in their time,
and still are an idea that many people
worldwide strive for each day. ..••>'..
While I will be the first to admit that
the conservative stance is not always the
wrong stance, I will contest that Mr.
Baker most likely confused conservative
with right wing in his discussion. To be
conservative, one is generally sitting
' back and letting things develop as they
may, with as little interference as pos-
sible. Essentially, the opposite of the "go-
getters" that Mr. Baker defined liberals as.
However, there are just as many activists
nationally who are "right wing," and
have just as equal an opportunity to
make their voices heard. I see that on our
campus this is not the case, perhaps be-.
cause these conservatives are not mobi-
lized by a strongly motivated student
body. Perhaps a time for someone to step
in?
1 agree with Mr. Baker in that there are
two sides to every story; however in this
world we cannot be dogmatically left or
rig/it wing. We must constantly look at
and weigh the information that is pre-
sented to us, and make the decisions
based on what we think is ethically and
morally right. '. ..
I am mainly in disagreement with the
statements that: "conservative opinions
are more realistic," and that "we also
need people, keeping on grounded [sic]
and reminding us how the world, really
works." This is an absolutely horrible
look at politics from a conservative or a
liberal standpoint. Complacency and
,,^nseryflt}^jn are not .things we should
embrace as a college rornmunity Wo
should be looking to progressive ways
that will ultimately move us to a society
that works for all people.
, On the issue of the Chartwells protest,
specif ically.on the "oppression" of Larry
in the ending moments of. the protest, I
agreed with Mr. Baker, in that calling him
a liar and interrupting his attempts.at
defending the company were contrary to
the very idea we were standing for. I have
addressed VOID via e-mail, as well as a
number of people on cam pus about th is.
Their responses, however changed my
viewpoint considerably. My under-
standing now was that this behavior was
• an attempt to put the power, into the
hands of the Local,219'workers. By be-
ing a group of angry students in support
of the Chartwells workers, we allow the
Chartwells workers to have some more
"sway" in their ongoing negotiations
with the multinational, multimillion
dollar Compass Group. Though 1 do not
stand by this tactic, 1 at least see, and
hope others see that it wasn't a blind at-
tempt at trying to "cause trouble" or
"stifle the conservatives."
I applaud Mr. Baker's revelation that
"nine tenths of Trinity is simply morally
or socially apathetic." Overall, there are
some people on this campus who are self-
less and dedicated to making the world
a better place, but for the rest of us, I
think that now is the time to start look-
ing at the issues and getting feelings
about them. Regardless of if they are left
wing or right wing views, we have the
responsibility to have opinions and rep-
resent them.
As activists, we should foster a com-
munity that advocates the sharing of-
these ideas, no matter how much we dis-
agree over them. .
Using this, we then have to create dia-
logue and reach a mutually agreeable
goal. Only then can the goal of true har-
mony be obtained.
., Sincerely, ."..'•
,.. Jason Gallant'05 .,.,- . ,•
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Democrats Host Informal Yet Informative Talk
•t-
continued from page one
lican, has failed. Some of the is-
sues that he felt were most im-
portant and most in need of
work were education, mass
transit, budgeting and environ-
mental protection. Following
his remarks, he yielded the po-
dium to A. Whitney Brown,
who played the role of host for
the rest of the program.
Brown is well known from
his work at the news desk on
Saturday Night Live and his
time with Craig Kilborne on the
Comedy Central Daily Show. It
was Brown's role to introduce
each speaker, and as he segued
from speaker to speaker he hu-
morously commented on na-
tional security, the cutting of
capitol gains taxes, secret mili-
tary tribunals, gun control and,
of course, George W Bush.
George jepsen, a forerunner
for the Democratic nomination
for Governor, was the next to
speak. He began by talking
about the United States during
his childhood and how those
conditions influenced his po-
litical priorities. As a result of
his childhood experiences,
Jepsen's main concerns are
child poverty, public education
and air pollution. During his
• tenure as a Senator, Jepsen
helped raise the minimum
wage by fifty cents and lower
the gas tax by seven cents. How-
ever, Governor Rowland has ve-
toed efforts geared towards
lowering air pollution and re-
forming campaign finance.
These disappointments
prompted Jepsen to declare that
"Rowland is content with the
create new jobs and revitalize
Connecticut's cities in addition
to harshly criticizing Rowland
for not being "fiscally respon-
sible" and making false prom-
ises during his campaign in
1998.
He tied the issue of public
transportation to these con-
cerns. Nussbaum expressed an
urgent need to get more people
onto mass transit and off the
highways, as well as closely ex-
amining the ports of several cit-
ies. Fewer vehicles on the
highways means less air pollu-
tion, which neatly contributed
to his third big issue, clean air
and water. After presenting his
points, Nussbaum went on to
say that he too is looking for as-
sistance in running his
"grassroots campaign" which
will emphasize a "two way dis-
cussion" between Connecticut
residents and himself. Further-
more, he noted that he is the
first candidate to have a fully
operational website online
(www.nussbaum2002.com)
and touched on the importance
of the internet as an election
tool.
Because the final candidate
for Governor, Bill Curry, was
running late, the next speaker
was John Olsen, State Chair of
the Democratic Party and Presi-
dent of the local AFL/CIO. He
spoke passionately about the
significance and "patriotic" na-
ture of having discussions be-
tween all parties on the issues,
stating that we all have some
common "values."
He went on to decry President
Bush's current actions concern-
Inquisitive Tr/poc/reporters were not the only ones at Thursday Night Live.
Local news station came out to broadcast the event which took place in
Hamlin Dining Hall last Thursday.
KRISTIN POWELL
Finally, he made an open in-
vitation for people to come work
for his campaign.
Subsequently, John
Nussbaum, another gubernato-
rial candidate from New Haven,
addressed the audience. A na-
tive of Connecticut,
Nussbaum's top priorities are
similar to Jepsen's priorities.
Economic development and
budgetary issues are his pri-
mary foci. He asserted a need to
our president do not demon-
strate values that are beneficial
for the citizens of the United
States as a whole. Lastly, he
averred that he is "optimistic"
about the future, but that the
American people must not lose
their values and must fight to
protect them.
This emotional speech was
followed by short remarks from
the statewide head of College
Democrats, a senior at Yale, who
time spent working in EastGer-
many and Cuba. This does not
take into account his involve-
ment in Connecticut politics,
which includes being the
former Comptroller.
Originally from Connecticut,
he stated that he "knows how
much is broken in this state and
how to fix it."
He also proclaimed that the
best way to work for the welfare
of Connecticut lies with his
package and the money still
lodged in retroactive tax cuts.
Special interests run rampant in
the Bush administration, ac-
cording to Olsen, who ex-
pressed dismay at Bush's cutting
of taxes for large corporations
and sacrificing of the cleanli-
ness of America's air and water
so that his "friends in the oil in-
dustry can make fifty billion
dollars a year instead of forty."
Olsen said that the actions of
volved with the campaigns and
candidates that they supported.
An unexpected guest, a former
Clinton staff member, also
made remarks, telling of his
own quick rise within the
Democratic Party and stressing
the need for more young people
to be involved.
After some comical stalling
by A. Whitney Brown, Bill
Curry arrived. Curry has an
extensive resume, including
"principle agent for change in
Connecticut." Speaking about
many of the same issues as
Jepsen and Nussbaum before
him, he additionally affirmed a
need to "restore a two-party de-
bate" and look at the distribu-
tion of power in the state. Also
like his fellow candidates, he
expressed an interest in having
volunteers work for him in the
months before the election. In
conclusion, he made the boldest
statement of any of the candi-
dates, stating that residents of
Connecticut should vote for
him "because [he] getfs] it."
These remarks concluded
Thursday Night Live, which ev-
eryone seemed to enjoy. A visit-
ing Yale student remarked that
it was "well done" and that she
enjoyed it. Dave Alexander felt
that it "went great," though he
was somewhat disappointed
because there were supposed to
be mott State Representatives
and Senators present. However,
the Connecticut House and
Senate are in "special session"
because of budgeting issues, so
many of them could not be
present. Despite these minor
setbacks, Alexander's goals of a
relaxed yet informative and in-
teresting atmosphere appear to
have been realized, and those
present were given numerous
ways to get involved with poli-
tics on a larger scale.
Up to Their Elbows in Flour: Praxis Bakes Pies
continued from page one
Each year, Conn PIRG puts to-
gether baskets for the most
needy families at M.D. Fox El-
ementary School. This year,
they have put together sixty
baskets, and each basket will
receive two pies from the Praxis
pie project.
The pie project would not
have been possible this year
group."
This comment is not to be
taken lightly, since the entire
process took seven and one half
hours. This time included as-
sembling and baking time for
the 500 pies as well as wrapping
them in plastic wrap after they
cooled to ensure that they re-
mained as fresh as possible un-
til delivery.
"The whole concept of baking pies for the
community was really rewarding," - Phil
Welshans
Two Praxis members take a moment to clown for the camera, disguising
the fact that they are actually sneaking tastes of pie filling. Saturday's
Pie Bake is a great example of how community service can be great fun.
without the help of Chartwells.
They generously donated their
kitchen space, as well as the pie
crusts and- brown sugar
crumble which topped the pies.
In addition to this, when Praxis
ran into a shortage of pie filling,
Chartwells volunteered to sell
the remaining 250 pies' worth
of filling to the group at cost.
Praxis co-coordinator Ellie
Beck '02 commented that "the
people who were in it for the
long haul were a really great
Pie Organizer and Praxis resi-
dent, Phil Welshans-'04 said
that although the project re-
quired "a lot of work - a lot more
than I anticipated" he found it
to be ultimately very gratifying.
"The whole concept of baking
pies for the.comrn unity was re-
ally rewarding" because it was
possible to see the tangible re-
sults of the work.
The pies will be delivered
throughput the week before
Thanksgiving break.
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Sophomore Rob Corvo Wins Local BOE Election
BY EAMONN BROWN
News Writer
During Connecticut's recent
municipal elections, many
Trinity students got involved by
casting their vote for the candi-
date of their choice. Sophomore
Rob Corvo, however, took his
level of involvement one step
further; he ran for office and
won. Nineteen year-old Corvo
is not only the youngest mem-
ber on the Board of Education
(BOE), but also the youngest
munity.
In regards to his decision to
run for a seat on the BOE, Corvo
explains that it was a combina-
tion of opportunity and desire.
Corvoexplains,"When a door
opens, you take it. That's what
politics is all about."
Corvo also attributed his in-
volvement to being exposed to
government from a young age.
"I've always been around poli-
tics," states Corvo, c iting several
immediate and extended fam-
ily members, all of whom held
different public offices in mu-
"When a door opens, you take it. That's
what politics is all about." - Rob Corvo
elected official in his hometown
of Cromwell, Connecticut. Al-
though a seat on the BOE is a
new position for Corvo, it is not
his first official seat. He is a cur-
rent member of the Cromwell
Republican Town Committee.
In addition to his involve-
ment the government of
Cromwell, Corvo, a Resident
Advisor for Summit North dor-
mitory, is actively involved in
the Trinity community. He is a
member of SGA, the Dining Ser-
vices Committee, and is Vice
President of the Newman Club,
a Catholic campus ministry.
Corvo's study focus appropri-
ately combines a Political Sci-
ence major and a Community
Action minor.
Corvo states that on campus
he is concerned with "commu-
nity development and improv-
nicipalities around the state.
The ultimate deciding factor,
however, in his decision to run
specifically for a seat on the
BOE was when the fellow mem-
bers of the Republican Town
• Committee asked Corvo to run
for the seat. Corvo accepted the
endorsement in the hopes of
improving thequality of educa-
tion, thereby improving aca-
demic performance in the
Cromwell schools.
"I attended a few Board of
Education meetings over the
last year, and it was a big love-
fest," states Corvo, "Everyone
was patting each other on the
back and saying 'good job',
while SAT and CAPT scores are
falling at the high school, and
CMT scores are falling in the el-
ementary schools. I think the
school board needs someone
willing to tell the truth."
" tioWo Wf-s'lUrfeclrJas' that
honest person he speaks of. "I
think people need a breath of
fresh air," he states. "I'm a people
person, 1 want to affect people.
You go where you can help."
Obviously believing that he can
help, Corvo took this outlook
into his campaign.
"1 went to the polls, I met
people in the community and I
talked honestly with them," ex-
plains Corvo of his strategy to
get elected. "When people asked
me questions, I told them that I
didn't have all the answers, but
I promised to start asking the
right questions to those who
should have the answers. They
were relieved to hear someone
tell the truth."
One obvious setback might
have been Corvo's young age,
but when approached with this
concern, Corvo states, "I feel that
I am just as qualified as any
other member of the Board of
Education. I have experience in
the local politics of Cromwell,
and I don't see why I am any less
qualified than, for example, the
sixty-eight year-old retired
nurse who is the school board
chairperson."
As it turns out, Corvo's age
was of little or no concern for
the voters of Cromwell either.
After all the votes of November
6, 2001 were counted, Corvo
was the top vote getter among
all members of the BOE on elec-
tion night.
Corvo, a Republican, views
himself as a moderate and
shares political views with both
republicans and democrats. .
Says Corvo "I am pro-life, but
.IJ»'>..«fal , . -1 Sun also an
Rob Corvo takes a moment from his busy MICOLSABAniJINi
schedule to pose.
environmentalist. You can't de-
lineate along party lines when
it comes to your political views."
In general Corvo takes key el-
ements of his campaign strat-
egy into his position on the BOE.
He plans to use his commitment
to the people of his community
and to honesty as the driving
forces behind the changes he
wishes to make.
"I believe that the School
Board needs to show more re-
sponsiveness to parents and
teachers directly," states Corvo
after explaining that one of the
major problems he sees with the
current BOE functioning is that
they only interact directly with
the school principals and the
superintendent.
Says Corvo, "It's the small
stuff that counts. I have talked
to parents and teachers in the
community and their major ar-
eas of concern were things like
smoking in school bathrooms,
children carrying too many,
books, and other basic safety
concerns."
As a final comment, Corvo
encourages fellow members of
the Trinity community to get
involved. "People need to take
more active interest in local
politics - it is very rewarding.
Make a difference, roll up your
sleeves and get it done."
a i i ' i i i i i l ^
for at your college tills break?
Check out Winterterm
at the University of Hartford
January 2 to 22
Earn three credits in three weeks
Small class sizes
Open to students from all colleges and universities
The perfect time to take a class without distraction
call today
860-768-4978
register online
www.hartford.edu/winterterm
Looking ahead? Summerterm 2002 sessions
begin May 22 and July 8.
l l University of
Hartford
**Worship at the Chanel
Sunday- 4:15pm
Nov. 25
No services - Thanksgiving Holiday
Dec. 2
Holy Eucharist
[First Sunday of Advent]
Dec. 16
Holy Eucharist
[Last service for semester]
**
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Sleep-Out Increases Homelessness Awareness
, BY JONATHAN CHESNEY
r
' News Writer
This Thursday people all over the
country will be sitting down to tables
full of turkey, mashed potatoes, cran-
berry sauce, stuffing, and pumpkin pie
(with cool-whip on top). Most will be
that is. To those who are homeless or too
poor to buy a huge feast, however,
. Thanksgiving is just another normal
day of being hungry.
That is why the National Coalition for
the Homeless and the National Student
Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness cosponsor National Hun-
ger and Homelessness Awareness week
each year, exactly one week before
Thanksgiving. The purpose is to raise
awareness of homeless people's situa-
tions and ideally do something to im-
prove it. And so the Trinity chapter of
ConnPIRG sponsored a week-long series
of events towards this goal, one being the
traditional Sleep-Out on the Cave patio
last Wednesday.
When students arrived at the Cave
patio, they were immediately seated on
pieces of cardboard to stimulate their
imaginations. Everyone was in a posi-
tion to picture - if only briefly - what it
might be like to live on the streets, brav-
ing the elements. It wasn't even that
cold Thursday night.
John Badger, the speaker of the night,
arrived a few minutes later and hung out
for a while to discuss homelessness with
the group. Badger works at the Chrysa-
lis Center, which is an organization in-
volved in helping people who are
homeless, substance abusers, or have
HIV/AIDS in the Hartford area. Badger
is the head of an outreach program that
he started himself about ten years ago.
His group goes out and engages with
those who are truly homeless, meaning
those who are on the streets twenty-four
hours a day, as opposed to those who are
homeless but choose to stay in shelters.
Badger began by asking the group
what they thought was the number one
reason people are homeless. The initial
answers included substance abuse and
having no family.
"The number one reason people are
homeless," Badger explained, "is mental
illness. After all, who in their right mind
would live outside in the cold? Every-
one I've ever met in the street has had a
mental health issue. Crack, heroin, al-
cohol are symptoms of the illness; most
people think the illness is a symptom of
the substance abuse."
Badger warned the audience, though,
The important thing is being there at
the same time every week, he stressed.
It's something they can depend on, if
they need to.
"1 work with a system called Harm Re-
duction," Badger explains, "which
doesn't say 'don't do drugs,* but if a per-
son has a real bad experience with ten
bags of heroin it says 'Hey, that was
pretty bad. You don't want to do that to
yourself, what about trying eight bags
tomorrow?'"
Badger tells us how many social and
clinic workers don't approve of this
method. They say it is enabling, but Bad-
ger argues that "they're going to do it
anyway, this is a gradual process."
"The other, perhaps most important
thing, is we don't judge," Badger tells the
"I came to learn more about homelessness and to be
exposed to the conditions. And 1 did." - Kafyam'mesih
not to take the stereotypical view of the
mentally ill towards these people.
"They aren't retarded," Badger ex-
plained. "On the contrary, most are very
smart. Graduates of universities and in-
telligent people. One has to be smart to
survive homelessness."
Badger then went on to explain what
he does. The first step was to find home-
less individuals and try to earn their
trust. He then emphasized the impor-
tance of convincing those he interacts
with that he helps without any expec-
tations of something in return,
"It's hard to engage them; they don't
trust anyone," Badger said. "I don't ask
what they need, I just say 'I'll just leave
this stuff right here, if you need it, take
it, and if not, maybe a friend of yours
does. If there's anything you need, or just
to talk, I'll be right here same time next
week.'"
group. "We don't care how you got here
or why you're sick. We'll help if you
want it."
Badger speaks about his work pas-
sionately. As a recovered addict who lost
everything, he knows what he is talking
about. He feels lucky because he has had
the informal education of the streets, but
also, after he recovered, he gained a for-
mal education in school. He perhaps
knows more about these people than
they do about themselves, and he is us-
ing that to help everyone he can.
After the talk, people stayed on their
cardboard a little longer. Some wrote
letters to Senator Lieberman, asking him
to support the establishment of the Na-
tional Housing Trust fund.
Beth Kemler, the ConnPIRG campus
organizer, said "the purpose of this
evening was to raise awareness about the
homeless and for the experience of be-
ing out in the cold for a while. The sleep-
out has been going on since before I was
here, at least ten years."
For another student, John Badger
made the night. "I was curious about the
speaker. He was great."
The Sleep-Out is only one of the
events during Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness week. The
kickoff event as the annual Hunger Ban-
quet on Monday, November 12.
Everyone who attended the banquet
was randomly divided into three
groups, representing different economic
classes. Each group was seated in a dif-
ferent area to reflect their status; the tip-
per class on the stage with a formal table
setting, the group representing the
middle class sat at tables on the main
floor, and the third group was seated on
the floor. The food served also repre-
sented the economic diversity; meals do-
nated by Hot Tomatoes, beans and rice,
and just a single serving of rice were
served to the three groups respectively
to demonstrate the inequality of food
distribution around the world.
Brigitte Schulz, Professor of Political
Science, was the speaker for the evening.
She addressed the myths and truths of
the problems of world hunger and facili-
tated a conversation among partici-
pants.
ConnPIRG and CO.L.T sponsored a
Turkey Basket Drive during the week
also. They delivered 60 baskets - filled
with turkeys and traditional Thanksgiv-
ing foods - to local shelters this past Sun-
day. Students, faculty and staff
participated in this effort by donating
foodstuffs and a total of $2,900.
Priya Kalyam'mesih '05expressed the
thoughts of the entire Sleep-Out group
in a simple though; "I came to learn more
about homelessness and to be exposed
to the conditions. And I did."
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THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT
Upcoming Resume Deadlines
Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting
Friday, November 23,2001
Carney, Sandoe & Associates - Teachers
Saturday, November 24, 2001
Mi Casa Family Services & Educational Center, Inc. -
21st CCLC , Site Coordinator, MIS Data Clerk, Program Supervisor
Sunday, November 25,2001
New York Recruiting Consortium-January - Resume Deadline
Friday, November 30,2001
California State University - Assistant Professor
Harrison Group - Research Associate, Data Analyst
Wednesday, December 5, 2001
Town of West Hartford - Police Officer
Saturday, December 15,2001
Saint Andrew's Society of the State of New York - Scholarship for
Graduate Study in Scotland
Thursday, December 20,2001
MassMutual Financial Group - Financial Services Career
Opportunities, Leadership Development Program
Sunday, December 30,2001
A.E. Schwartz &' Associates - Sales & Marketing (On-Line & Tradi-
tional) Internship, Business Technology Internship, Graphic Design
Internship, Writers/Editors Internship
Alderman & Alderman - Clerk
American Friends Service Committee - Jim Bristol Youth and
Militarism Fellowship.
Sunday, December 30,2001
Americorps* VISTA, Connecticut - •AmeriCorps* VISTA members
AmeriCredit - Financial Services Manager Trainee
Appel Farm Arts and Music Center - Box Office Marketing/Associate
Internship, Outreach/Assistant Event Coordinator
AT&T - Account Executive
Automatic Data Processing - Major Account District Manager ,
Client Account Representative
Benova, Inc. - Business Analyst _
B lackwell Publishing - Editorial Intern
Brant Publications, Inc. - Various Intern Positions
California State University - Assistant Professor(s)
Capitol Region Council of Government - Administrative Secretary
CityofMilford - Police Officer
City of New Britain - Mayoral Aide
City of New York - Investigative Analyst
Colgate University - Assistant Director/Career Counselor of Career
Services
Colgate University - Career Services Program Coordinator
Congressman Jim Maloney - Internship
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station - Research Technician
Connecticut Children's Medical Center - Administrative Assistant
Connecticut Council of Family Service Agencies - Child & Family
Consultant, Primary Service Manager
Connecticut General Assembly -. Legislative 2002 Fellowships for
Graduate Students
Connecticut State University System - Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs, Telecommunications Technician Manager
Connecticut Surety Group - Administrative Assistant
Council of Governments - Planning Assistant
Covenant To Care - Program Assistant
Cronin and Company, Inc. - Intern - Account Manager,
Intern - Public Relations
Dakota Woodlands - Volunteer Coordinator/Fund Raising Assistant
1
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A Crown of Iv^: Everyone Wins With Olympics
f i l A l l Th P i i
 
A Day Filled With Competition - Both Athletic and Academic - is Bene icial to e Part c pants
continued from page one
The students from Quirk Middle
School were right at home in this at-
mosphere. Quirk is a Classical Mag-
net School; the program emphasizes,
unsurprisingly, classical studies such
as Latin, mythology, rhetoric and
drama: Several Trinity professors have
gone to Quirk to lecture on various
works of philosophy, math and litera-
ture, including Assistant Professor of
Mathematics David Cruz-Uribe, Pro-
fessor of Philosophy Dan Lloyd, and
Associate Professor of Classics Martha
Risser. The students have classes in a
seminar-based format, that many col-
lege students would probably find fa-
miliar.
Quirk students are selected for the pro-
gram based on an essay and their appli-
cation; any student can be selected
regardless of academic level. The stu-
dents are recruited from a variety of
sixth grade programs across Hartford.
Trinity students' work began long
before their early wake-upcall on No-
vember 17. It was the seminar stu-
dents' responsibility to plan events for
the Quirk Middle School participants.
The two seminars are clustered, which
means that they work together occa-
sionally - most specifically for this
event - and have a few meetings. Stu-
dents in each seminar were respon-
sible for preparing research projects
and presentations detailing specific
elements of sports' influence in either
ancient or modern societies.
The two seminars had a dinner in
common, where they presented their
projects to give everyone a clearer idea
about what the other seminar has been
focusing on. During the evening the stu-
dents also divided into groups of four,
from each seminar. It was up to each
group to prepare a set of activities for the
kids.
Putting their heads together, stu-
dentscameup with innovative activi-
ties such as team relays, discus
throwing, long jump, hurdles, basket-
ball shooting competitions, high
jumps, 100-meter dash, and other tra-
ditional and nontraditional Olympic
competitions.
Students were also responsible for de-
signing and creating team flags and ban-
ners. Their preparation was not all fun
and games, however; the first-year stu-
dents were also required to prepare oral
presentations about ancient and modern
dents were led into the field house,
which had been decorated with red,
white and blue flags. The patriotic
theme continued when t-shirts, em-
blazoned with American flags and
"Trinity-Quirk Hartford Olympics"
were given to all participants.
The day began with athletics for the
mind. Professor Harrell opened with
a brief lecture on the spirit and sym-
. bolism of the original Olympic games.
She tied it into modern experiences by
relating the importance of contribut-
i n g individual efforts for self, team
and country.
Everyone broke up into groups at this
point, giving Trinity students a chance
"In the name of all competitors, I promise that we shall
take part in these Olympic games, respecting and abiding
by the rules that govern in the true spirit, for the glory of
the sport, and the honor of our games,"
sports related topics and be ready for a
following question and answer period.
Before the Trinity students got too
entrenched in their planning, both
seminars met with the Quirk students
in a barbecue lunch about mid-Octo-
ber, The middle-schoolers were bro-
ken into groups of six; each cluster of
children was paired with one of the
groups of four first-years. At this
lunch, college students and middle-
schoolers put their heads together to
come up with team names and colors.
After much discussion, six groups
emerged: the Red-Headed Patriots, the
Gold US Lions, the Green Cash. The Blue
Falcons, the Purple Stars, and the Orange
Titans.
When everyone reconvened at 9:00
i November 17, tY Q k
to share the presentations they had pre-
pared with small groups of Quirk stu-
dents.
The following topics were pre-
sented: "Gender and Greek Sport: Po-
sition of Women in Greek Athletics,"
"Ancient Greek Sporting Events,"
"Prizes and Rewards in Ancient Greek
Olympics," "Superstition among Pro-
fessional Athletes," "A Comparison of
Division Three and Professional
Sports," and "Title IX and the Position
of Women in Sports."
These topics were geared to give
Quirk students a greater appreciation
of the activities and ceremonies that
were to follow.
The official Olympic procession
kicked off the competition. Each team,
,-with their Trinity leaders processed
around the track wearing their Quirk-
Trinity t-shirts. To differentiate between
the teams, the athletes wore bandanas
with their team color and carried their
team flags. The Olympic theme played
throughout the field house as a flag-
bearer and a torchbearer lead.each team
around their lap. After a brief but mov-
ing torch lighting ceremony the athletes
took the official Olympic oath and the
games got underway.
All the participants took the Olympic
Oath, which went as follows; "In the
name of all competitors, I promise that
we shall take part in these Olympic
games, respecting and abiding by the
rules that govern in the true spirit, for the
glory of the sport, and the honor of our
games."
Finally the students were free to leap,
jump and run in the spirit of pent-up
energy and competition. The individual
events took place first, followed by the
highly competitive team relays. For a
solid two hours things in the field house
were jumping.
The competition concluded with an
official awards ceremony. The stan-
dard gold, silver and bronze medals
were awarded to the top three indi-
viduals in each sport. The top three
teams were also awarded medals. In
addition to medals, all the winners
were given ivy wreaths in the ancient
Greek tradition. Even as the day was
winding up, the marriage of ancient
and modern was visible.
Before everyone dispersed, all the par-
ticipants were invited to a farewell lun-
cheon in the Washington room at
Mather Hall. This provided a space for
friendly comparison of experiences, and
gave Trinity students and professors a
chance to overhear feedback from the
enthusiastic students. •
i
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE I T -
MORE Resume Deadlines For December 30, 2001!
Sunday, December 30,2001
Drew University - Assisant Director
English First - Teaching English Abroad
Enron Energy Services - Senior Process Engineer
Ensafe, Inc. - Environmental Engineering Position
Explorations in Travel, Inc. - Multiple Volunteer Positions
Farmington Animal Hospital - Veterinary Assistant, Veterinary
Technician
Florida Studio Theatre - Internships
Gersten Law Offices - Internship Position ,.
GGP Prodigies - Various Intern Opportunities
Girls, Inc. - Program Instructors/Aides
Global Child - Spanish & French Instructors
Groton School - Teacher Intern Program
Hartford Life - Plan Manager, Associate Underwriter, Field Sales
Consultant
Hartford Neighborhood Centers, Inc. - Multiple Positions
Inlingua School of Languages - Foreign Language Teacher
Jenzabar, Inc. - IT Intern / Help Desk Technician
Jepson for Govenor - Fall '01, Spring & Summer 2002 Internship
JPSM Junior Internship Program - Summer Internships
Kaman Aerospace Corporation - International Marketing
Representative, IT Network and PC Administrator, Assembler B
KirklandSearch - Chemical Engineer
Lee's Manpower Korea - Teaching English in Korea
Mather Corporation - Estimator/Project Manager
Middlesex Community- Technical College - Master Tutor
Moore Medical Cotp. - Contract Specialist
New York State Assembly - Session Internship
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network - Financial Representative
Office of the Governor- Illinois - Vito Marzullo Internship, James H.
Dunn, Jr. Memorial Fellowship
Reliance House, Inc. — Case Manager
Salomon Smith Barney - VP assistant
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood - Legal Assistant, Project Assistant
Stewart & Smith, Inc. - Researcher
Student Conservation Association *- Capitol Hill/National Park
internships
The Connecticut Association of Schools - Internship
The Greenwich Country Day School - Co-Teacher Program
The Putney School - Internship
The Scholars at Risk Network - Project/Case Manager
The Washington Office on Latin America - Project Manager
Travelers - Computer Support Center Intern, Workstation Support
Clerk
Turning Point School - Administrative Assistant
; Turri, Inc. - Electrical Engineer
Union College - Director, Career Development Center
Union Pen Company - Account Managers
United States Department of the Treasury - Computer Specialist Uni-
versity of California- Riverside - Student Affairs Officer I
University of Connecticut - Research Assistant I- Entomology
WBMX-FM (Mix 98.5) - Interns
Webster Theater - Multiple Positions
WGBY-TV - Annual Giving Intern, TV Production Internship
Winant and Clayton- Volunteers, Inc. - Volunteer Abroad
Women Express, Inc. - Various Internship/Volunteer Positions
Women For Hire - Various Jobs
WREI-Interns ,
Wyoming Seminary College Preparatory School - Teaching Intern
Youth Opportunities Upheld, Inc.- Multiple Job Openings
YWCA - Regional Director, Multiple Positions in Child Care
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for more information at:
http://trincoH.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
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The Student Bod if
UJhol Is €.C?
Emergency contraception (E.C.), or
"the morning after pill," used to be, and
perhaps still is, a little known secret in
reproductive health care. Though E.C.
has been around about as long as the oral
contraceptive pill, many health care
practitioners today remain uninformed
about it (Pediatrics, April 2000). There-
fore, not enough men and women engag-
ing in sexual intercourse know much
about it either. Emergency contracep-
tion is an important option for women
who have had an episode of unprotected
intercourse and want to decrease their
chances of becoming pregnant.
E.C. has evolved over the years. Ini-
tially, high doses of combined hormonal
(estrogen/progesterone) birth control
pills were given. However, that treat-
ment was considered "off label" because
the manufacturers of oral contraceptives
had not applied for the specific labeling
for this purpose from the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).
Despite numerous medical studies
demonstrating the effectiveness of this
method, clinicians were reluctant to pre-
scribe a pharmaceutical treatment lack-
ing FDA approval. It was not until 1998
that Preven, the first FDA-approved
emergency contraceptive kit, appeared
in pharmacies. The package consists of
four oral contraceptive pills, each con-
taining specific amounts of estrogen and
progesterone. The first two pills are
taken within 72 hours of unprotected
intercourse and the second two pills are
taken 12 hours later. Preven is about 75
percent effective in preventing preg-
nancy. Unfortunately, the high doses of
estrogen in these pills make many
women feel very nauseated.
In July 1999, the FDA approved Plan
B, a progesterone-only form of emer-
gency contraception. Because this hor-
mone, by itself, is better tolerated
(virtually no nausea for most women)
than the combined estrogen/progester-
one pills, Plan B is the most widely pre-
scribed EC. today. Consisting of just two
identical pills to be taken at the same
intervals as Preven, it is about 89% effec-
tive at preventing pregnancy, if taken
within the first 72 hours after unpro-
tected intercourse.
It is not completely understood how
any of these methods actually work. It
is believed that these hormonal pills
might prevent ovulation or fertilization
by altering the way the sperm or egg
travel within the fallopian tube. Or they
might stop implantation by altering the
lining of the uterus.
Emergency contraception is not effec-
tive if implantation has already oc-
curred. That is why it needs to be taken
within the first 72 hours after unpro-
tected intercourse. Nor does E.C. offer
any protection against sexually-trans-
mitted infections.
Plan B, as well as other more reliable
and routine forms of birth control, is
available in the Health Center. Please call
there if you have any questions about
emergency contraception or other repro-
ductive health concerns. You can also
call 1-888-NOT-2-LATE for information
about Plan B.
For an appointment,
callx2018
Seniors!
Don't miss the
Sunday, November 25, 20o 1
resume deadline for another
New Tbrk Recruiting
Consortium
Monday, January 7, 2002
Participating Employers include
Balber Pickard Battistoni Maldonado & Van Der Tuin, PC
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Weill Medical College of Cornell University
Carney, Sandoe and Associates
Bates Worldwide
Cannondale Associates
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP
Simpson Thatcher & Bartlett
Cravath, Swaine & Moore
D'Arcy Advertising
Dewey Ballantine LLP
Heartland Securities
John Wiley and Sons
Mediacom
Random House
RF Binder
Rockefeller University
Saatchi & Saatchi
Shearman & Sterling
Skadden Axps
Thompson Financial/Carson
White & Case
Students must
register and apply online
at http://nyrc.erecruiting.com
by Sunday, November 25, 2001
C R
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Karzkanna's
Mystical Torzot
VIRGO
AUG23-SE.PT 22
Maybe you should start spending
some of that money you've made on
yourself. You can improve your looks
just by getting back into shape and
taking the time to spruce up your im-
age. You will find it difficult to con-
centrate on your work if your mind is
off fantasizing about that special per-
son in your life. Don't neglect your re-
sponsibilities.
LISRA
SEFT23-OCT22 JL
You may have the opportunity to bet-
ter yourself and your life through the
offer of a good paying job. This could
help you get what you have been
wanting, so grab the bull by the horns.
An interesting dream tonight has a
prophetic meaning that will not be
apparent for about a month. Keep an
eye out for infidelities in you signifi-
cant other.
Jfcf SCORFIO
W OCT23-NOV2I
Your obsession with the computer is
taking up too much time in your life.
Try to break from the trance of your
computer screen and spend time
with human beings. People are start-
ing to forget what you look like. How-
ever, this is not a good week to spend
to.
, PISCES
FE.B l ? - M A R 2 O
Not finding the bargain you looked
for yesterday will only spur you on to
search again today...and find it. Plan
to do something entertaining with
friends tonight, maybe a fancy res-
taurant, or some other less travelled,
but safe place. Prepare for tomorrow's
trip.
ARIES
MAR 21 -APFU?
Your conscience will be trying to
warn you about things that may in-
volve the romance in your life: Make
sure you listen, especially during the
afternoon when you have the most
stress. Act now and save a lot of
trouble further down the road. Don't
let a friend talk you into lending
him/her money, you will not get it
back.
TAURUS
APR 2O - MAY 2O
Roommate problems work their own
way out during the morning hours
and you feel a deep sense of relief.
Projects and presentations should be
started immediately before you get
extremely behind Be sure you check
for the minor details that you may
*"*«^eMtsmfro etiSure a"SfeTter end re-
sult.
SAGITTARIUS •£
NOV22-DELC2I
Your sensitive side is on high today
and you will find you are right most
of the time. A troubling dream to-
night may give you some insight into
your romantic problems.Try to take
all the elements at hand into account
before jumping to conclusions and
making any bad decisons. Don't make
me remind you about what happened
the last time you reacted on a whim.
CAFRICORN
DLC22-JAN \9
An idea you had concerning your fu-
ture is more right than you know and
it may pay off to take a chance today.
Holiday plans are closely tied in with
your vacation fun plans. Try to focus
on work more and fun less, so you are
not caught napping when something
important pops up.
AQUARIUS
' JAN 20 - TUB 1B
Always moving quickly with the
pace of life, you do not look for or ex-
pect trouble. The sad part is that you
may find it and in the most unlikely
place. Pay no attention to quarrel-
some loved ones today. Make time to
learn another skill. Don't make any
long-term investments this week ei-
ther.
GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O 1
You've been doing a lot of talking'
without thinking first lately and it is
going to come back around to yo,u°
eventually, so watch out. It is always.
a better thing to look before you leap-
and I think you will find the elements'
of your life in better shape if you Mr
l o w t h i s m a x i m . .••'••; \-\ .1
CANCER '•.
yi- w N
Disappointments in partnerships
may set you off. You should spend
time taking care of patching up the
differences. Put your energy into work
rather than into your personal life. It
will pay off in the end.
LEO :
JUL23-AUG22
You are a sensitive person, loving and
caring for others and today you will
be showing this by helping a friend
who is in need of your aid. This per-
son needs the help you give and you
are very happy tha t he or she chooses
to come to you. Romance marches
along at an even pace.
JK«i^-.-.j--..._ - . _ »!* .^".Ji i.- »--
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Will Canning Talks Duck Hunting and Caddyshack
TrinSpotting Spends Time Getting to Know One Trin Senior and Finding Out What Makes Him Tick
BY DIANA POTTER
Features Writer
Like many Trinity seniors,
William Canning owns a dog, a
black Labrador retriever to be
exact. However, Will's dog, un-
like most other senior-owned
dogs, often wears a neoprene
camouflage swimming vest.
"It is like a wet-suit," Canning
explains. "It keeps him warm on
those cold days in the marsh."
What is Canning's Labrador
doing in the marsh on a cold
November day? He is fetching
ducks that Canning, his father,
and his uncle have shor.
"I like to go hunting," says
Canning. "We hunt duck, geese
and pheasant all around Con-
necticut and Rhode Island
within a one-hour radius of my
home in Mystic, Connecticut,"
he says. "When we shoot pheas-
ant we usually go to a hunting
club, but for ducks and geese we
can go to any public marsh in
the area. And that's where the
dog comes in handy.
"I have never been deer hunt-
ing, 1 just like to hunt birds,"
says Canning, "is to PARTY! I am
sitting here in the fall of my se-
nior year, and college has just
been like the blink of an eye.
Take advantage of the 'country
club' life that Trinity offers you,
because life is much harder in
the outside world.
"Finally, I would have to warn
the underclassmen not to get
arrested while doing Trinity
sponsored activities. It turns out
to be a really big problem,"
During his career at Trinity,
Canning has been an active
member of both the skiing and
sailing teams. As captain of the
ski team, he is responsible for
submitting the team's budget,
recruiting members, registering
members with US. Skiing, set-
ting up lodging for members
when at races, and setting up a
camp week, a one week event for
ski team bonding. Camp week
usually occurs the last week of
winter break and it is a time for
the members of the team to get
to know one another. Canning
also helps out with equipment
and with teaching members
how to ski race which is the pur-
pose of ski team. The team com-
like creature that he won at Six
Flags, his Greenpoint Bank
stuffed dog, which he received
when attending a Greenpoint
Financial Dinner for recruits
here at Trinity, and the prize of
his stuffed animal collection,
his dancing gopher, the mascot
from the movie, Caddyshack
When activated, the gopher
sings, dances and shakes his
hips to the tune of Kenny
Loggins' "I'm Alright," the
theme song of the movie.
"I am a big fan of it," Canning
says. "1 would have to say that
one of my many talents is that 1
can quote Caddyshack and Top
Gun almost verbatim. Few
people have acquired such a
skill. Except maybe Bill
Jenkins."
TrinSpotting would have to
say that it would seem that Can-
ning is the only person on cam-
pus to have acquired the skill of
quoting Caddyshack almost
verbatim. Bill Jenkins does not
fall into this category because
he has spent so many hours
watching Caddyshack that he
now falls into the verbatim cat-
egory, sans the 'almost.'
"My favorite thing about Trinity is the people, [They] are fun and like
to have a good time... Unfortunately [Trinity] is becoming more and
more P.C." -William Canning '02
Canning says. "But we get a
number of different kinds of
duck and geese when we go. We
petes against Connecticut Col-
lege, Tufts University, Green
Mountain College, Boston Uni-
matic shotgun and we always
pluck and cook the birds after
we hunt them. The process is
rather simple. First, you pluck
the breast feathers, and then you
rip away the skin. Inside, there
are two breasts on each side, and
you rip them out. Then you cut
out all the shot and take out the
iblood spots, which are the dark
;blotches created by the pellet
infecting the area. Then we cook
the meat on the grill, My favor-
ite way to cook duck is to mari-
nate it in Italian salad dressing
with a little mustard and then
wrap it in bacon."
Canning and his father and
uncle have camouflage suits to
match the dog, and Canning is
a proud member of the National
Rifle Association, to which he
pays homage by hanging an
NRA calendar on his wall in his
room. This month's photograph
features a golden retriever in his
camouflage suit with his mouth
full of feathers, and a duck's
head slumped over limply at
one side. "I am looking forward
to going hunting over Thanks-
giving," Canning says.
• TrinSpotting met with Can-
ning in his dorm room in
Hansen to gain some wisdom
from this soon-departing Trin-
ity senior. Canning offers these
words of advice to the under-
classmen: "My advice to the
freshmen," he says, "is to do well
your first two years. Because it's
a lot easier to f *** around junior
and senior years if you have
done well your freshman and
sophomore years. Doing well in
your first two years gives you
the leeway to screw up later. If
you screw up in your first two
years, it's a lot harder to play
catch-up later on.
"My other piece of advice,"
Institute, Northeastern Univer-
sity, Amherst College, and
UMass-Lowell. "The ski team is
really a whole-year project,"
Canning says.
As a senior member of the
sailing team, Canning has
played an active role in the or-
ganization and leadership of
, this year's team, organizing.
;
 rides to practices in Essex, Con^
necticut, and trips to regattas at
Boston College and Amherst
College.
Canning's room decor reflects
his interests in sailing and ski-
ing. Stickers bearing the quota-
tions, "Think Globally, Ski
Locally" and "Ski the Steel. Steal
. the Thunder" adorn his faux-
wood paneled refrigerator. His
wall is covered in Heineken and
Mount Gay Rum banners, as
well as a poster portraying a
scene from the movie "Animal
House," an M,G Escher poster of
a man looking at his reflection
in a crystal ball, and a Beastie
Boys poster. "1 very much like
the Beastie Boys," Canning says.
But by far the coolest decorative
object in Will Canning's room is
his anchor bottle opener( which
is screwed into the wall above
his trash can. I tested the bottle
opener and found it to be very
convenient.
Canning's clothing also re-
flects his interest in sailing. He
has often been setn sporting
polo shirts with the name "Fac-
tory Girl" embroidered on the
front. "Lots of people come up to
me and ask me about my 'Fac-
tory Girl' shirts. They don't un-
derstand that lots of sailors put
their boat name and sail num-
ber on their clothing."
Other items of interest in
Canning's room include his
small stuffed, red devil-bull-
Although, Canning loves
watching 80's movies, he does
not like Star Wars. "Star Wars is
/sswjaAiswvAbQuiag. 1c. is stupid
because I don't /ike science fic-
tion and 1 think most science
fiction is stupid and it is boring
because every time I have tried
to watch it, I got up halfway
through. However, to my cha-
grin, many people still enjoy
watching it." Instead, Canning
prefers to read in his spare time.
He enjoys action novels by au-
thors such as Stewart Woods,
John Sanford and John
Grisham.
An economics major, Can-
ning says that he couldn't have
made a better decision than to
choose Trinity when deciding
where,to go to.college. However,
he didn't always start out think-
ing that way. "Trinity was actu-
ally my last choice when I was
applying to colleges, to tell you
the truth," he says. "My dad.sat
me down and said, 'Will, I went
to Trinity and had a great time
and I think you should apply
because it wouldn't be the worst
thing in the world if you ended
up there.' Now I love Trinity. I've
had a great time, and it has been
a confidence-building four
years for me. I have been very
successful academically and
otherwise - ,
"My favorite thing about Trin-
ity is the people," Canning says.
"The people here are fun and
like to have a good time." Dur-
ing his four years here, Canning
remembers the "old Party Barn"
and steak night at Mather. "The
Party-Barn kicked ass a couple
of years ago, when they had
stuff going on there every week-
end and many more people
went. And steak night at
Mather, it's a shame they don't
have that anymore. I was a big
fan of steak night."
The worst thing about Trinity,
Canning says, is that, "unfortu-
Senior Will Canning discusses life at Trinity and
things that make you go "hmm."
nately it is becoming more and
more P.C. However, 1 think this
shift has more to do with our
society as a whole and less
about Trinity in particular. But
I'm going to fight to save us!"
Canning says that society has
changed since he was a. kid
growing up in the 80s. "Younger
kids now are so much more
technologically adept. Kids
these days play too much
'Nofriendo' (which is how Can-
ning likes to refer to
"Nintendo").
"I didn't have a computer un-
til I was twelve," he says. "I was
never into sitting around and
playing video games. The origi-
nal Nintendo, with games like
Duck Hunt and SuperMario
Brothers, was cool but kids these
days spend too much time in
front of these virtual reality
games."
When he graduates in the
spring, Canning says that he
plans to "get a job. I'd like to do
something in finance. Anything
that looks halfway good I'm go-
ing to take because it's a very
difficult job market right now."
Canning says that since he
started thinking about possible
majors in high school, econom-
ics was the first thought that
came to mind and seemed to be
the most natural choice. "Ever
since I first thought about it, I
have known that I wanted to do
something in finance," he says.
"When I was little, I admit, 1 did
want to be G.I.Joe because I
wanted to be able to play with
guns. I don't know what it is
with men and firearms, but I do
love firearms."
Canning's future goals and
aspirations include jumping out
of an airplane and travelling
around Europe and Asia. "It was
my own decision not to go
abroad because of ski-team," he
says, "but 1 really would like to
travel.
"I would also like to learn a
few more languages, because
languages come really easy to
me. I know Spanish almost flu-
ently and French fairly well, so
I would like to be able to spend
some time in Spain or France."
Canning's other goal is to try
to keep himself from being a
wuss at all times. Canning pulls
out a magazine from his book-
shelf. "Maxim Magazine, May
1098," he tells me. The firricle
Canning is referring to is called
. "Man or Wuss." Canning knows
the article by heart and is deter-
mined that he will never fall
iunder the category of "wuss.".
"Because life is better if you are
not a wuss."
Canning's younger brother,
Pete, a.k.a. "the kid with the
metal rod in his foot" joins this
year's freshman class to con-
tinue the Canning legacy at
Trinity and will hopefully con-
tinue to prove that the Canning
family is made up of men and
not "wusses."
Top Ten Pickup Lines
Unique to Trinity Students
<10; "Hey, have you ever seen the stars from the
Bishop?"
9. "It's ok, it's the Party, Barn, no one's gonna see
us.
8. "Whaddya say we try to make the Daily Jolt?"
7. "We have a keg on A lien Place, why don't you
come over?" ,
6. "I've had a crush on you since freshman year."
5. "Hey wanna get dinner at the'Stro, then chill
in my common at the R ise?"
4. "Don't you know there is only one way to
reverse the curse of stepping on the plaque?"
3. "Yeah, I'm a brother here."
2. "Idon't think the shuttle's running anymore,
why don't you stay over?"
1. "Ana-damn you fine, girl1"
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It Turns Out the Elderly Aren't That "Innocent"
LYSANDRA OHRSTROM
Features Writer
Innocence would like to be described
as subtle, imagery-laden, and as a testa-
ment to the inability of humans to let
cynicism abolish their hope and quest
for emotional fulfillment. Instead, it
comes off as melodramatic and sappy
with many of the now typical conven-
tions of independent films. Its languor-
ous pace, along with dialogue that
presents a new epiphany with every ex-
change, leads it to wallow in its own pre-
tensions. '
Claire and Andreas are two ex-lovers
who have reached old age and are faced
with unassuageable regret. The film
opens with them as young lovers in post
World War II Belgium. These idyllic
flashbacks are interspersed throughout
the entire film and are meant to recall
their deep emotional connection that
has lasted over forty-five years, but since
they never actually talk, the audience
sees only their physical attraction. By
contacting her, Andreas is clearly at-
tempting to recapture a bit of his youth
and vitality. The film would have been
better had it acknowledged the disap-
pointment he might have felt at seeing
the elderly version of Claire, because he
is confronted with his own old age. In-
stead the two fall in love and Claire ad-
mits her adultery to her faithful, yet dull
husband.
The movie gets increasingly insipid
as the two characters continue their af-
fair and wax poetic about the nature of
love. Rather than confronting the fact
that their relationship is as much about
A young Claire and Andreas in the Australian film, Innocence,
at Cinestudio this week.
PHOTO5 BY
WWW.FILMZONE.COM
capturing hope
and dying with-
out regret, the di-
rector, Paul Cox,
chooses to stress
their sexualattrac-
tion towards each
other that has not
faded.even though
they are both in
their seventies and
have lead separate
lives for half a cen-
tury.
Just as the
movie begins with
Clareand Andreas
kissing near-a cir-
cular objectjtends
with a shot of a
tree whose branches form a circle, illus-
trating one of the many blatant images
that is meant to symbolize the cyclical
nature of both love and life. This is the
theme that the movie attempts to relay,
but fails. Early in the film Andreas sar-
castically remarks to his adult daugh-
ter that he must be going through a
mid-life crisis, and that is what their re-
lationship feels like, a delayed mid-life
crisis. Claire, on the other hand, is not
having a mid-life crisis, but a moment
of clarity. She has been in a passionless
marriage for twenty years and never
confronts her husband about it.
But while John is portrayed as cal-
lous and insensitive, the audience is
meant to sympathize with her, even
though she is the one who refuses to
give her aghast husband a -second
chance despite his many futile attempts
to recapture the romance that was lack-
ing in their marriage. Terry Norris's
(John) performance is the best in the
film because he blends humor and sad-
tudents may be shocked by sexual scenes in Innocence
involving actors old enough to be their grandparents.
ness together as his wife grows further
from him, while his feelings for her are
reignited by the youthful persona her
new romance evokes.
My reaction to the movie might stem
from the fact that I am young and un-
able to understand how seventy year-
olds feel, but since I am writing this
review for college students, this van-
tage point might be the most appro-
priate one from which to view the
film. So even if it were not pretentious,
slow, and melodramatic, I would find .
it difficult to sit through as I am un-
der the age of fifty (and I was the only
audience member of that age in the
theater). While it does have comical
moments, including the reaction of
Claire's husband John, the recurrence
of awkward passionate scenes and
theatrical notions of love outweigh
these moments. And the perfor-
mances, though heartfelt, are unable to
distract the viewer form the campy
and chched dialogue.
information Session
Dartmouth's
Tuck Business Bridge Program
for Juniors and Seniors
Specially designed for liberal arts, sciences, and engineering
students who are interested in business
> a one month long, intensive summer program
•eases the transition to gettingyour first job.
Session
Wednesday; November 28
6:30pm to 8:30pm
Career Services Teleconferencing Room
Hear about this intensely challenging, intellectual experience -
entering its sixth summer! A rigorous introduction to global
business, utilizing practical and analytical skills.
www.dartmouth.edu/tuck/programs/program.html C RB S
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What Trinity Students Are Doingon Broadjtreet
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BY LISA LAMBRENOS
Features Writer
We all know what the Learning Cor-
ridor is, and I know that 1 always boast
in the Admissions Office that Trinity
students volunteer there, but I'm not
quite sure what students aredoing. I dis-
covered that Trinity offers two after-
school programs for the students at the
Learning Corridor, the Vision Academic
Mentoring Program (VAMP) and the
ESF-Neighborhood Posse Mentoring
Program.
VAMP provides sixth graders from the
Hartford Middle School with homework
help, mentoring and learning enrich-
ment activities. There are seventeen
Trinity students that volunteer as men-
tors and tutors twice a week for two
hours. Shanta Evans '01, the program
coordinator, said, "VAMP provides the
students with a rare opportunity to have
a college role model to guide them and
help them set goals." . .
The mentors take on the challenging
position of role model, friend and tutor.
Not only are they helping the kids with
their homework but they are also trying
to foster a more positive self-image for
each student. "I think people often lose
sight of the fact that if a kid is having
problems at home or in the social setting
at school, it makes it much harder to fo-
cus on academics," said Claire Kammen
'02, a VAMP mentor, "so the program tries
to meet both needs, and I think it offers
a much more holistic perspective for a
kid. It's not just about academics and it's
not just about mentoring. It's about de-
veloping both aspects simultaneously."
The other after-school program, ESF,
is different from VAMP but also works to
help students both academically and
socially. Students, ranging from third to
seventh grade, are brought to the Learn-
ing Corridor from about 20 different
Hartford schools Monday through
Thursday for two hours. The students are
led by fifteen mentors, most of whom are
Trinity students volunteering their time.
They begin each day with a responsive
classroom meeting where students dis-
cuss the theme of the week. Examples
of some of the themes of the past have
been Choices (good vs. bad) and Friend-
ship. Each student has a journal that he/
she writes in
and this jour-
nal is utilized
by parents,
teachers and
the mentors as
a means of
communica-
tion. Next, the
kids have a
"Power Hour,"
which is one
straight hour
of academics
and homework
help. Finally,
the students
end the after-
noon with
games, arts
. and crafts, and
outdoor sports
Dale Phelps '00 with two participants COURTESY OF USA LAMBRENOS
in the V A M P program.
This Week's Crossword
rap? ^ t
A C R O S S : •'•• •
r: Taxi ;%;•••/'• •• - v .
4 Damp; muggy
9 Finis .
12:America-, v
1 3 P o e '•••' '•"- ' '
i 4 L o o k '•:'••
i 5 L o ••'•. '.:. • •
17 Being
19,Image; hero • /
21 Prosecuting lawyer (abbr.) '
22 Clock face
25 Drinker's group
27Tar •"-'• \
31 Person who does smthng to excess
32 Related; explained
35 Midwest state (abbr.)
36 Concealed
37 Color
381/3 mile (Chinese)
39 Astride
42 Head cover
43 Calendar measurement
44 You (archaic)
45 Lofty pose
46 Elevated train
48 Trickle
51 Vertically set window
55 Plan; expect
59 Tropical Amer. bird
60 Rover
62 Hawaiian food
63 Man (pO
64 Covered with scales
65 Native (suf.)
DOWN
1 Baby lion
2 Chem. suffix
3 humbug! :.
4 Mesmerized
5 Cancel; annul
6 Myself
7 Mischievous child
8 Changed color
"9 Female suffix !
10 Period subdivision (pref.)
11 Room for relaxation
16 Petroleum
18 F a s t . . • . •
20 .Vegas
22 Spring flower
23 Angry
24 Public announcement
26 43,560 sq.ft.
28 Away from (Lat. pref.)
29 Using the soft palate
30 Changes
32 Completed
33Whirpool
34Judicial point
36 Moslem wives
40 Egyptian sun god
41 Ahead in a race
42 Greeting
45 Appropriate
47 Camera glass
49 Iranian monetary unit
50 Classic race (slang)
51 Water barrier
52 Low number
53___-Tin-Tin
54 Extinct bird
56 Over; above (pref.)
57 Negative
58 Expire
61Colloq. for mother
(weather,permitting). "The program
gives the kids in the area a safe after-
school alternative that is beneficial aca-
demically and socially" commented
Dale Phelps '00, the program coordina-
tor.
VAMP and ESF are only two of the
programs designed for Trinity stu-
dents to become more involved in the
community. There are a mult i tude^
others through the Boys and Girls
Club and other campus organizations
and you could always volunteer inde-
pendently.
Community Activist
of the Week:
Rachel Ach '04
Rachel Ach "04 KARAKUNK
Every Thanksgiving, ConnPIRG and COLT come together to provide holi-
day food baskets for the families of the sixty neediest children at M.D. Fox:
Elementary school. Students, faculty and staff make food and monetary do-
nations to sponsor the baskets, which include turkeys and all the fixings. In
addition, the Praxis Pie Project bakes 300 pies for homeless shelters in Hart-
ford and donates a portion of their yield tothe holiday baskets so that each
• family can enjoy a homemade dessert. Coordinating all of these organiza-
tions in no small job. Rachel Ach '04, is our Activist of the Week for doing
just that. This past weekend, she organized over thirty, volunteers to shop
for food, construct the baskets and distribute them to families throughout
Hartford! Thanks to Rachel's effort on.behalf of COLT, as well as the contri-
butions of ConnPIRG and Praxis, sixty more families can enjoy the Thanks-
giving holiday as the rest of us do - with full stomachs, v
r \
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Free Delivery
233-8888 ORIGINAL MW YOKK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue
We deliveranywhere k West Hartford or Hartford233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 10" (B slices! Thin Crust * Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small Medium t a r g e Sicilian
Cheese ...„.„.. $7.50„.„.......„.... $9.85 $13.00 - - $13.0G
Pepperoni Pepperoni ...$9.00 $13.00 „..,.... $17.00 $18.00
Veggie ... $10,00 $14.85 $17.50 „....„... $18,50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special 111.50.. $18.00 $22.00 $22.00
Additional Toppings .„, $ .50 .; $ 1.00 $ 1.50 ....„.„ , $ 1.50
TOPPINGS; Pepperoni, Sausage. Mea&aH. Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Sacon, CKives, Broccoli, Hamburgef, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Toreatoes and Ham.
tf
• #•
$7.oo minimumfor au
Large Cheese Pizza$7.00
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!
Use your charge card
for any deMveryw
($10.00 minimum)
HEROES (Hot or Cold)
vwlh your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, ofees, mushrooms,
mayo, B8Q sauce, hot peppers, oil, v5negax. mustard, ketchup.
Philly Cheese Steak , $5,50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon $6.25
Philly Cheese Steak w/Exlra Steak S7.45
Chicken Parmigiana V4&&U&:--'. S5.15
*
Meatball Parmigiana ., $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese ;..„... $5.40
Ham & Cheese $5.15
Turkey & Cheese $5.15
Tuna & Cheese ..„ $5.15
Veggie & Cheese $4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese , $5.40
.Salami & Cheese............*.-«...........„..„„. $4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese $5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese $8.00
BLT& Cheese...,,., $4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese ». $4.90
BINHEES
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6,30 (with Meat - $1 .QO extra)
All prices do not Include tax,
"1
i
CALZONE8
Our c«(ft handmade pzza dough slufted with Riootta, MoumU and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of f#*g and a side cup ol marinara sauos.
Calzone $4.90
each additional filling , , ..,„..$ .50
APPETIZERS
Buff ato Tenders... (6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or'sufcfde) (12) for $6.00
Chicken Fingers $6.00
Mozzarelfa Slicks (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings ,,.....$3,20
French Fries ..— ....$2.65
Cheese Fries ........«....„....*. ,........$3.70
Fried Dough , (8) for $2.50
Breadsticks {8} for $2.50
Garlic Bread •».- >,.......................... S1-85
GartSc Bread w/cheese ~» ,...»»»,.... $2.40
Chips.... . .^. „,.«. — $.50
ler of FRIED D0UOH JFREI Order of GARLIC BREAD \
l-^with Any P izza O r d e r I with Any Medium Pizza Order 1
Tossed Safad,. —.; — $4.05
Antipasto Salad $5,75
Tuna Salad u .......$5.75
Extra Dressing «.„»«..»«........„.-.......„ $ .50
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian
DESSERTS
 :
Triple Chocolate Cake. ,. , $3.25
S O D A S ( o n e l i t e r ) $1.60. ( t w o l i t e r ) $2,50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea , Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange
s
^ jtoust oies&m coupon - Coupon cannot 8>« eomMinecf, I Must present coupon • Coupon cannot be combined. |
Must mention coupon bolora ordering -
$2.50 OFF
p:i Any Large Pizasa
t'% Mosi pmsent coupon - Coupon cannot b* combined.
Srfc-, • M u s t marttiort coupon betort ordering
Any Medium Pizasa
Must prcsunt coupon - Coupon cannot bo c
Must mention coupon before o
s
I
§
I
J
$1M OFF
Any Small Pissza
Must prosenl touport - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering
Large Cheese Pizza $7M
with purckase of any
Large Pizza • ' • ••
M»$t present coupon -Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering ;•• •.
. . . . . . . . s must memion cuu|
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The Moveable Joints Perform at the Underground
The Sole Improv Group on Campus Plays at the Underground Coffee House to a Very Appreciative Audience
BY JIM SETHNA
Arts Editor
The Moveable Joints,
Trinity's only improv group,
were at the underground cof-
fee house last Friday night at
7 PM. Now, I am sure you know
all about the group since
there was an interview with
Amanda Holden, the creator,
just a couple of weeks ago in
this very section. I know my
Arts section's diligent readers
have not forgotten that rivet-
ing interview.
If you are unfamiliar with
improv groups, you are really
missing something wonder-
ful. Think of the TV show
Whose Line Is It Anyway?, and
you will begin to understand
what it is all about. Essen-
tially, improv is as it sounds,
there is no prior rehearsal of
the material presented. In fact,
audience participation is very
important as the audience
drives the performance.
Still a little confused? Here
also controls the skit. If he
wants he can ring the bell and
the player has to say some-
thing else. This can get very
funny as the actors have to
quickly think of something to
say and normally they say the
first thing to come out of their
mouths.
You may think that with no
practice some of the skits will
not go over well, and some don't.
When this happens, the person
with the cowbell will ring it and
change the scene into some-
thing else.
So what did I see? I saw Sasha
Bratt '03, Emily Fleischer '03,
Alison Hadden'02, Kara
Klenk'02, John McCormick'04,
and Lindsey Schneider'04 and
they were simply amazing.
Improv theater is not an easy
thing to do. These brilliant ac-
tors and actresses did an abso-
lutely amazing job. 1 would like
to congratulate each and every
one for a job well done.
Now that I have finished
with the well-deserved
praise, allow me to explain
is just simply incredible.
Writing about each one
would be a monumental un-
dertaking and just might fill
up my entire section of the
newspaper! Yes, I could write
that much about it.
Instead I will simply pick a
few of the sketches. One of the
sketches I liked featured the
entire cast. One of the mem-
bers held the cowbell and ex-
plained that she would point
to a person and that actor
must start telling a story. She
will then point to another
person, and the second person
must keep the story going.
This turned out to be very
funny as the actors had only
seconds to think what to say
to continue their story. This
went on for a few minutes un-
til a sudden game of leapfrog
occurred. Yes, I did say leap
frog. The cast members actu-
ally started playing leapfrog
and leapt right into the audi-
ence. How is that for impro-
vising?
Another scene involved
The cast members actually started playing leapfrog and leapt
right into the audience. How is that for improvising?
is how it works. One of the
members of the troupe takes
the cowbell and chooses a
game. This person then
chooses the players from the
group or the group members
themselves will volunteer.
Then, the person with the
' ccWbeYf-will Wtfi to' the audi-
ence and ask questions. This
person will ask where the lo-
cation should be.
The audience then usually
shouts out the strangest loca-
tions they can come up with.
Rememberthe crazier the lo-
cation, the funnier it will be.
The person with the cowbell
why I gave it. I saw twelve
different sketches. None of
these were practiced in the
traditional sense of the
word. 1 am sure they have
played games similar to the
ones they played in their
performances, but the actual
things they did were com-
pletely on the spot.
You have to admire actors
who get up in front of an au-
dience with no real idea of
what they are going to do.
Then to put together some-
thing which was not only en-
tertaining, but a beautiful
piece of art as well. Now that
Bratt and McCormick. This
scene was one of the funniest
of the evening. The premise
was that these two were adrift
in a raft in the middle of the
sea. Apparently each of them
had three quotes that the au-
dience members had previ-
ously written;
Watching them work these
three quotes into their
adlibbing was absolutely hi-
larious. As I am sure you
guessed, the quotes; had no
bearing on the conversation
and were completely off topic.
Yet when placed in this con-
text, both actors played their
CINESTUDIO
Innocence
. (Australia, 2001) Written and directed by Paul Cox. Cast Julia Blake, Charles Tingwell, Terry
N o r r i s . • ' • - • • • ' '
Paul Cox, who has little use for movie making taboos, has made a film with total indifference
to Hollywood's youth demographics: it's a love triangle with three characters in their 70s. Inno-
cence features a radiantly sensual performance byjulia Blake as an unhappily married woman
who unexpectedly runs into her first lover, played by Charles Tingwell. He is immediately smit-
ten, but her initial reticence only turns to passion when she realizes that, in every important
way, the man she once loved has stayed the same. . • .
"the shadows that death casts over life are what give the films of this unusual director their
unique flavor of morbidity and joy, eroticism, and sly humor" Molly Haskell, The Ne w York Times.
95mins.www.filmzone.com/movietitles/2001/innocense.htm
Bread and Tulips
(Italy, 2001) Director: Silvo Soldini.. Screenplay by Doriana Leodeff and Silvio Soldini. Cast:
Licia Maglietta, Bruno Ganz, Guiseppe Massironi, Marina Massironi. '
The great city of Venice has often acted as a magnet to artists and the outsiders of Europe,
providing a tolerant- and completely enchanting-new home; Bread and Tulips celebrates the
sights and spirit of Venice, as they are experienced for the first time by Rosalba, a 40-year- old
housewife who is separated from,her unappreciative family during a bus tour. Suddenly on her
own, she imagines a new kind of life that rejects empty consumerism and a loveless marriage,
And Bruno Ganz, as melancholy but handsome waiter, gives her one more reason to stay. Win-
ner of nine Donatello awards (Italy's Oscar), including Best Film, Best Director, Best Actress and
Best Actor. 104 min
http://www.breadand tulipsthemovie.com/
Moulin. Rouge
(2001) Director: Baz Luhrmann. Screenplay by Luhrmann and Craig Pearce. Choreography
by John O'Connell. Cast: Nicole Kidman, Ewan McGregor, John Leguizamojim Broadbent.
With a genius for technical wizardry and visual extravaganza, Baz Luhrmann, has brilliantly
reinvented the very concept of the movie musical. The year is 1899, the place is Paris and John
Leguizamo is a performance artist who brings together a starving writer (Ewan McGregor) and
a star of the infamous Moulan Rouge(Nicole Kidman). The highs and lows of their love affair
are expressed in dance and outrageous songs from "Roxanne" to "Smells like Teen Spirit" to "Lady
Marmalade." A fully realized masterpiece that it is almost a new art form in itself. 135 mins
The Moveable Joints in action
parts very very well.
Another one of the games
I enjoyed involved the whole
cast. McCormick held the bell
and then announced the game
would be the world's worst.
This was especially good be-
cause I got to see the entire
cast together. The game was
the world's worst marriage
proposals. The first few men-
tioned were funny. However
what became really funny
was when the cast could not
think of anything and just
said whatever came to their
mind.
Unfortunately for them,
McCormick called the game off.
However a quick double or
nothing wager bought them
another chance. This time it
was world's worst kiss attempts.
Lets just say this one didn't pan
out either. Their double or noth-
ing gamble failed and they had
the honorGf you want to call it
that) of doing an interpretive
dance. An interpretive dance,:
may sound all right; but keep in
mind they had no music. Their
subject: an audience member's
KRISTIN POWELL
love of tacos. Funny? You bet.
The last sketch they did was
an Irish drinking song about
an audience member. Then
after that one didn't go over
very well, they did another
version of the song. At the end
of the performance there was
not a single person who was
not applauding. I had a
chance to talk to some of the
members of the audience af-
ter the show. Steve Marshall
'04 claimed, "it was really
funny, I laughed a lot." I agree
with you Steve, it was very
funny.
A fun time was certainly
had by all those in atten-
dance. My only wish was
that the show went a little
longer than the 55 minutes it
lasted. These performers
have certainly whetted my
appetite for another Movable
Joints performance. There
are not too many things that
I will guaj-anttCHowever 1
do guarantee that I will be at
the next Movable Joints per-
formance. I hope to see you
there too.
Senior Thesis Preview
BY ELIZA SAYWARD
Arts Writer •
This December 6 through
8. four Trinity*seniors from
the Department of Theater
and Dance will perform
their senior theses, free of
charge, in Garmany Hall of
the Austin Arts Center. Two
of the four women present-
ing their theses are Jeanette
Bonner and Shayla Titley.
a black female. Shayla de-
scribes her inspiration for
this important subject as
having its source in "belong-
ingtrj.a black woman's orga-
nization, which always
made me aware of being a
black female."
One of the themes exam-
ined is her experience of
coming from a private, pri-
marily white high school to
the relatively similar envi-
ronment of Trinity com-
One of the themes examined is her
experience of coming from a private,
primarily white high school
Both seniors will be show-,
casing their theatric talent
and points of view about is-
sues of great importances
them and the Trinity com-
munity.
Shayla Titley will be pre-
senting her one-woman per-
formance piece comprised
of monologues, movement
and slides with voice-overs
on Thursday, December 6 at
8 PM and again on Saturday,
December 8 at 3 PM The
subject matter of her thesis,
which is as yet unnamed, is
her experience at Trinity as
pared with the experience of
other black females from
different high school back-
grounds. Shayla will also
cover the experience of
friendship with other black
Trinity students and friend-
ship with white students, in-
cluding what it is like to be
typecast as the token black
friend. The final portion of
Titley's thesis presentation
discusses what the future
holds in store and how Trin-
ity has changed her. Overall
Titley wants to "comment
see THESIS on page sixteen
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Discover Italy Through the Beauty of Photography
Professor Bud Schultz's Photography is an Amazing Representation of Everyday Situations in Rome
BY MICOL SABBADINI
Photo Editor
From the thirteenth through the
thirtieth of November , the Cesare
Barbieri Endowment for Italian Cul-
ture is presenting an enchanting ex-
hibit of black and white
photography by Bud Schultz, titled
"Street Photography: Rome 1978."
This collection of photographs is lo-
cated on the second floor of Mather
Hall in the Upper Atrium.
Bud Schultz is a Professor Emeri-
tus of Psychology at Trinity and be-
gan his photographic career in the
1950s. Since then it has become a
great passion to which he devotes all
of his free time. '
The pictures exhibited this month
are actually only a small portion of
the hundreds of photos that he took
in Rome in 1978 while he was teach-
ing at the Trinity College Rome
Campus.
Schultz was particularly im-
pressed by the people who popu-
lated the streets of Rome and in his
pictures he represents all three gen-
erations. From young children who
play with pigeons in a piazza to a
young couple holding hands, and
even the older generation make their
way into his photography. One pic-
ture that struck me particularly was
that of an elderly man smartly
dressed in a light suit holding a
stick and a hat.
Schultz aimed to depict the
people he met while he strolled
around the streets of Rome , people
from different backgrounds and
Discover the beauty of Italian photos.
each with their own story.
We see photographs of nuns
washing linens, of a musician play-
ing a flute, and working class men
busy at a construction site. Schultz
tells the stories of these citizens in
MICOL SABBADINI
went on in these streets and by all
the emotions and magic which they
had to offer.
These photographs also focus on
other aspects of the city's life. In one
picture he portrays a vase with the
These photographs also focus on other aspects of the
city's life. In one picture he portrays a vase with the
graffiti of a communist logo on it
the most natural way he can.
The photos do not appear to be
posed; in this way the artist is able
to capture a moment in the life of
this city. In fact, the artist was par-
ticularly struck by how much life
graffiti of a communist logo on it.
When I asked what was the mean-
ing of this picture, Schultz ex-
plained to me that Rome at the time
was a very active political place and
therefore these examples of street art
were very common on the walls of
buildings; they were part of the
scene and the atmosphere.
In fact, the vase is only a small
portion of a larger scene that shows
a piazza wtith trees and people.
Schultz was struck by the graffiti
because it appeared to him so dis-
tinct from the graffiti he was famil-
iar with in America, which tends
not to have such strong political
meanings. Rome offered an opportu-
nity for people, politics and history
to blend together.
One of the most intriguing pho-
tographs portrays the Colosseum;
however, it does this in an extremely
original style. What is particularly
interesting about it is that it was
shot at night, making the whole
photo very dark.
Schultz wanted to avoid a cliche
photograph and believed that por-
traying this glorious monument at
night gave it a greater sense of mys-
tery, as if it was emerging from the
past.
In contrast to this darkness we see
in front of the monument the fleet-
ing image of a woman who is walk-
ing by; she symbolizes the present.
In this way we see how these ancient
monuments and temples, with all
their history, intermingle with the
modern life and are an active part of
the streets of Rome.
This exhibit is a magical collec-
tion of photographs which allows
the American public to experience,
through the camera of Bud Schultz,
the atmosphere of Rome in the late
1970s; a great journey across the At-
lantic and time.
New Jersey Collegiate
Career Day
Friday, January 4,2002
9:30am-3:30pm
Rutgers University
Browser Commons &
Rutgers S tudent Cen te r ';•."••
145 & 126 College Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ
•We encourage you to register on-line in advance
to save you time at the event.
Registration period:
Saturday, Dec. 1 2001
to Thursday, Jan. 10 2002
Go to www.resume-link.com/cf/olr /
rutgersi042002.htm and follow the easy-
instructions. Have your word-processed resume ready
for downloading. Print out your confirmation and
bring it with you to the event* For a current list of
participating employers, visit our web site at
http://careerservices.rutgers.edu.
Contact Janet at (732) 932-8105 or
jbernard@rci.rutgers.edu C R
B S
Carney, Sandoe and Associates
w w w . C a r n e y S a n d o e . c o m
An educational recruitment firm
• Places teachers and administrators in private,
independent schools across the U.S. and overseas.
• Placed over 7,000 teachers and administrators in
:
 independent schools since 1977.
• Thousands of positions available in all primary
and secondary subjects each year.
• All fees are paid by the hiring school.
• Services are free to the candidate.
• Teacher certification is not necessary.
Information Session
Tuesday, November 27, 2001
7:00pm to 8:00pm,
CSO Teleconference Room
Interviews
Wednesday, November 28, 2001
8:30am to 5:00pm
Deadline to apply is Friday,
November 23, 2001
APPLY NOW! C R.
B S
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Dancing It Out Proves A Memorable Experience
BY MATTHEW BARISON
Arts Writer
ELECTRIC! That one word sums
up this week's performance of Danc-
ingltOut, held in the Goodwin The-
ater at Austin Arts Center. This two
hour extravaganza showcased dif-
ferent world dance styles, performed
by student, faculty and community
dancers. In the end, it was the
immence variety of style that made
the show.
The first act's "One Minute Man"
featured some of Trinity's sexiest per-
formers. Trinity men: Joe Villani '02,
Rafael Martinez '02, Paul de Lucena
'02, and Chris Exias '03 worked in dose
proximity with Trinity women: Nina
Caballero '02, Liz Chubbuck '04, and
Edith Johnson'02. Their sexually
charged rendition of Missy Elliot's
"One Minute Man" got the audience
excited immediately. With wonder-
fully sharp choreography and nearly
equal execution, this dance brought
the energy level in the house right up.
The second act was a solo number
by Caitlin Diebold '04. Performing to
Aretha Franklin's "Freedom," she
boldly tackled this number. Although
her performance lacked the raw en-
ergy of the previous one, Caitlin show-
cased her ability to not only
choreograph, but also dance to a chal-
lenging song.
The third act was another solo, this
one performed by Lisa Niedermeyer,
Trinity guest choreographer and
dancer. Lisa, a recent graduate of
Texas Women's University with a BA
in Dance, lives and works in Connecti-
cut and New York. Her interest, "ex-
ploring what each different body has
was "A Day Like Any Other Day," the
evening's most thought-provoking
and innovative number. This number
incorporated senior citizen dancers
from the Parkville Senior Center with
Trinity Students.
Opening with the students and se-
niors moving in tai-chi like motions in
a circle, this piece touched upon the
theme of continuity over time. At a
few points throughout the dance, a
Trinity and a senior dancer mirrored
each other, creating a stunning visual.
The theme of transition was also ex-
plored with the use of a small set of
steps in the middle of the stage. Old
and young dancers al ike ascended and
descended the steps, always helping
each other over the top. Another as-
pect of the performance was the man-
ner in which dancers and pairs came
and went at different times; a shrewd
• commentary upon the individuality
of the life experience. Perhaps the
by tapping drumsticks on the stage.
Second, all the dancers bound them-
selves together for a chorus line and
inchworm- style movement across the
stage. Third, the dancers broke down
into alternating duets. And the fourth
section was a brief return to the tap-
ping. "Crossroads" was perhaps the
most smoothly executed number of
the night and the dancers'smiles were
evidence of their throrough enjoy-
ment in performing this piece.
"In the Belly of the Beast," the
night's next performance, was oddly
intriguing. Dancer Amanda Chapin's
number was an adaptation loosely
based on the Little Red Riding Hood
story. What made this performance
odd was the fact that the audience was
barely able to see Ms. Chapin's face
throughout the performance. Her
hairstyle and red hood over her tights
had many members of the audience
wondering just who this performer
An extremely well done show, Dancing It Out, featured
such a diversity of acts, that almost anyone, even if
not a fan of dance, could find something to like.
most intriguing element of this num-
ber was a brief inclusion of voices of
the seniors recounting moments in
their pasts. Particularly powerful, this
detachment of voice from body was
an unexpected but welcome addition
to the piece.
Following intermission was a de-
cidedly unique piece, "Crossroads,"
that featured students Marcie
Yoselevsky '04, Jeanette Bonner '02,
Nina Caballero '02, Lauren Jacobs '04,
Lisa Phu '03, as well as Niedermeyer.
straced in her performance Moving
with a great degree of fluidity to new
age music by John Metcalf, she dem-
onstrated a high level of professional-
ism and attunement to the music.
The final piece before intermission
through funding by the New England
Dance Project of the New England
Foundation for the Arts.
This story has four distinct sections.
The first consisted of the dancers per-
forming a simple yet complex number
was. I suppose this ambiguity was
done intentionally, and was surely a
unique twist.
As the penultimate performance of
the night, the much anticipated tap
dancers took the stage. The tap danc-
ers were well made up of students who
were not dance or theater
majors.Regardless, this performance
was extremely well done, and highly
powerful. The ensemble first tapped
in circle to "Cole's Stroll" by Duke
Ellington, followed by "Rhythm Sec-
lion/' and lastly did the "Shim Sham."
Although each piece had a different
character, the three went together very
well. The tap act was one of the most
popular acts of the night, as was evi-
denced by the crowd's fierce reaction.
The final performance of the night
was a traditional West African Dance,
composed of two drum pieces, "Sengbe
de Bagatai" and "Konkoba." All the
performers in this number had stun-
ning traditional African costumes.
Billed as an "agricultural dance whose
rhythms are designed to inspire field
workers and ward off fatigue," a decid-
edly natural and agrarian theme ran
through these dances. In addition to
the master drummers set stage left,
there were two sets of main drummers,
arranged in three columns of three. By
having each drummer shift position
within his or her column, each per-
former was able to take the helm in the
front row. The two sets of main drum-
mers included those dressed in a
bright red garb, and another set in a
darker blue outfit. Perhaps a symbol-
ization of day and night, the two alter-
nated, and then intermixed at the end.
This performance was mesmerizing,
and its length was justified by audi-
ence involvement...literally.
Just when we thought the piece was
over, day and night flooded into the
audience, choosing audience members
to come join them on stage for some
freestyle. Amongst the lucky audi-
ence members was one young lady
who had no reservations showing off
for the entire theater. This ensemble
closed the show on a high note, leav-
ing an excited audience mingling in
the lobby.
An extremely well done show,
Dancing It Out, featured such a di-
versity of acts, that almost anyone,
even if not a fan of dance, could find
something to like. Furthermore, the
fact that most performers were not
theater and dance majors was also a
treat... "You too can be a star." The
audience, composed of students, fac-
ulty, community members, gmd fel-
low Parkville Senior Center
residents, soaked in this evening full
of diverse dance. Austin Arts Cen-
ter delivered once again, and to
those of you who missed it, you can
not imagine,the-fun you missed.
Senior Thesis Projects
continued.from page fourteen
on experiences that students may.
not be aware of."
Jeanette Bonner will be performing a
piece examining the roles of feminism
and gender in theater as shown through
the roles of gender in college. Her two
show times are Thursday, December 6 at
7 PM and Saturday.December 8 at 9 PM.
Bonner's inspiration came from taking a
class, Women in Theater and Dance,
where she read "great books about
women performance artists empowering
themselves through their gender, and
then you look, around our campus and
it's completely the opposite, so I wrote a
piece."
The show has eleven actors, in ad-
dition to Bonner, working toward
her goal which is to "affect the trin-
ity community enough so that
they'll re-evaluate their environ-
ment." Jeanette portrays a woman
on a college campus, and much of
the acting is a reflection of our soci-
ety that is guilty of questioning the
position of women.
It is this questioning of the role of
women by the society in the play
that parallels that seen by Jeanette
as presently taking place within the
Trinity community.
In terms of impact Bonner is inter-
ested in seeing "how our college
campus reacts to watching a woman
struggling to find her true identity
in a society that questions her posi-
tion."
INTERESTED IN COVERING ARTISTIC EVENT5 ON
CAMPUS?
WANT TO SEE YOUR NAME IN THETWPOP ?
WRITE
C A L L J
FOR THE/IRTS SECTION!
im SETHNA FOR DETAILS. ,
K2.5&4
Like Latin music? Of course
you do. Salsafacation will be on
Friday , November 13 from 9:30
PM-1:00 AM at the Vernon Social
Center. The Vernon Social Center
is located at 114 Vernon Street.
Salsafacationwill be a great stress
releaver to releave tension right
before finals.
Right before you go to
Salsafication, head over to the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts
Center, See Art Bridgman/Myra
Packer with Percussionist Glen Velez.
This will be a fantastic guest artist
performance and an excellent pre-
cursor to Salsafication. In fact these
brilliant artists were actually artists
in residence in early November. If
you were lucky you may have been
blessed to see a performance. For
those who were not so lucky, go. You
will not regret it. ;
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ART
Anne Connell & Marde Gintis
Rich in metaphorical content, Gintis' and
Connell's egg tempera, oil and gold leaf panel
paintings reference Italian Renaissance history,
religion, and painting techniques. The exhibit is
open through December 7 at the Widener Gal-
lery in Austin Arts Center. The Gallery is open
daily from 1-6 PM, FREE.
Street Photography: Rome 1978
The Cesare Barbieri Endowment for Italian
Culture presents "Street Photography: Rome
1978," an exhibit of photographs by Bud Schultz.
The photography exhibit opens Tuesday, Novem-
ber 13 with a reception from 4-6 PM. The exhibit
will remain on display in Mather Campus
Center's Upper Atrium through November 30.
Bud Schultz is a Professor Emeritus of Psychol-
ogy, a distinguished oral historian, and a fine pho-
tographer. The exhibit includes photographs
taken at Trinity College's Rome campus.
From Holbein to Hockney
The exhibition Great British Paintingsfrom
American Collections: Holbein to Hockney will
run at the Yale Center for British Art through De-
cember 30,2001. The exhibition offers a fresh and
gloriously beautiful account of the history of
painting in Britain from the sixteenth century to
the present. Among the artists to be represented
are Thomas Gainsborough, J.M.W Turner, and
John Constable. The Yale Center is open Tuesday-
Saturday 10 AM-5 PM and Sunday 12-5 PM. For
more information call (203) 432-2800.,
2001 Winter Solstice Party
The Department of Modern Languages and Lit-
erature'presems the 2001 Winter Solstice Party, a
multicultural event with presentations in Chinese,
German, French, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Portu-
guese, Russian, and Spanish and food from every
corner of the known universe. Join the party on
Wednesday, November 28 from 4-6:30 PM in the
Smith House's Reese Room.
Sponsor-A-Snowman
Community Outreach Leadership Team (COLT)
announces the start of its sixth annual holiday gift
drive. You can pick a snowman off the display in
Mather, which contains information about the
child you are sponsoring and an ideal gift to give.
You can also buy items off a generic list to donate.
All gifts must be turned in to the Office of Com-
munity Service and Civic Engagement, located in
the Mather basement between the bookstore and
the game room, by December 5,2001. For the list
of generic gifts or any other questions, please call
Shannon Stormont or Jess London at x2572.
Lessons and Carols
The forty-third annual Services of the Lessons
and Carols of Christmas will take place in the Trin-
ity College Chapel on Sunday, December 9, 2001
at 4:00 PM and will be repeated in its entirety at
7:00 PM. This traditional service features scrip-
ture readings for the Advent and Christmas sea-
sons along with choral selections by the Trinity
College Chapel Singers and the Trinity College
Concert Choir. In addition, the congregation is
invited to join in the singing of traditional carols
accompanied by the chapel's magnificent pipe or-
gan. All are cordially invited to attend.
PERFORMANCES
Studio 47: Michael Burke
Michael Burke '00 performs "I'll Show You
Mine...If You Show Me Yours", a new solo perfor-
mance piece that explores sexuality, childhood
anxiety and family history. The performance will
take place on Wednesday, November 28 at 7:30 in
Studio 47 of Seabury Hall, on the 3rd floor. Ad-
mission is free.
Dancers and Drums
After a week-long Trinity artistic residency in
early November, the acclaimed New York dance
duo of Art Bridgmn and Myrna Packer returns in
a feature performance with Grammy-Award win-
ning composer percussionist Glen Velez. The pro-
gram includes Carried Away, a work that delves
into one's desire to be carried away, and Kata, in-
spired by the martial arts movement and set to
music by Glen Velez. The show will take place
on Friday, November 30 a 18 PM in Goodwin The-
ater of the Austin Arts Center. Admission is $10
for general, $8 for seniors and non-Trinity stu-
dents and free with a Trinity ID. Tickets go on
sale 11/12.
Salsafication
Dance the night away as. Trinity's Latin band
performs exhilirating salsa and other rhythms
from Latin America and the Caribbean on Fri-
day, November 30,9:30 PM -1 AM at the Vernon
Street Social Center, 114 Vernon Street. Admission
is free. . .. ,
Seabury 19 Theater
One act plays showcasing fresh approaches to
directing by students in the Department of The-
ater and Dance Monday, December 3 at 4:15 and
8 PM in Studio 19 on the 3rd floor of Seabury Hall.
Admission is free. , . ,
Language Tables
Join the weekly language tables for a very in-
formal and casual conversation (all levels are
welcome) over lunch at the following tables in
H a m l i n H a l l : •; .•• .••..•; ,
German: Mondays Noon to 1:00 PM
French: Tuesdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Japanese: Tuesdays 12:20 to 1:10 PM
Russian: Wednesdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Hebrew: Thursdays Noon to 1:00 PM
Italian: Thursdays 12:30 PM
Spanish: Thursdays Noon to 1:30 PM
Questions? Contact Rosali Angelo x2543
Weekly Bible Study
Join the informal faculty/student Bible study
and discussion Wednesdays at noon on the sec-
ond floor of McCook. A kosher deli lunch will
be provided.
LECTURES
Photography Lecture
Professor Michael Lesy, who teaches Literary
Journalism at Hampshire College in Amherst,
MA, will be giving his talk "Long Time Coming/
Long Time Gone" this Tuesday, November 20 in
room 14 of Halden Hall from 6:30-8:30 PM.
Lesy's lecture will discuss his research for his
forthcoming book about the Farm Security Ad-
ministrations documentation through
photographs.of every aspect of American life
during the mid-1930s to the mid-1940s.
UNCHES
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.cm at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
For Sale
1993 Ford Escort, 4 doors, power locks and
windows. 5 speed manual. Price: $1500.00.'
Call me at 860-487-8529.
i,;,. • C o l l e g e S t u d e n t s ,lr , . .» t<
Really want a JOB this semester? We are looking
for friendly, ambitious GenXers to help us expand
our marketing team in this area.' No experience
necessary. Set your own hours; Call Frank or
Monica:860-487-8529. ...''•
Down On Us!
"••- Become a campus rep. Earn free tripsand cash.
Choose from 8 destinations.
USASPRlNGBREAK.eorn
Spring Break!
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$450. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Orga-
nize small group-earn FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-l.
Spring Break 2002!
Prices from $419, on the beach from $529. Reliable
air to Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Baha-
mas, and South Padre. Mexico Special-FREE MEALS
and PARTIES, book by November 15 and Save BIG!
Organize a group and travel FREE. Break with The
Bestwww.studentexpress.com. Call for detailsand a
FREE brochure 1-800-787-3787.
Chapel Happenings
Wednesday-November 21 !
College closed due to Thanksgiving Break '
, ' , ' ' • ' " Regular activities resume November 27
; Thursday:- November 22
,, ' - ' • ' , , HAPPXTHANKSGIVING!
Friday - November 23 thru Sunday - November 25
. N o s e r v i c e s f d u e t o T h a n k s g i y i n g ' B r e a k ', • '•"
.. ,', S e r v i c e s r e s u m e o h S u n d a y , D e c e m b e r ? ' ' • / j
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Intramural
SHANE EARLY
The Intramural Insider scours the campus each week to
find the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural
sports. This week the Intramural Insider ran into Justin
Moore '03, aka Moose.
Intramural Insider: "Moose, with the recent
injury to your wrist, it looks as if your
ntramural season will be cut short. Do you
hink you'll be able to maintain that girlish
figure of yours?"
Justin Moore '03: "I'm not really worried
about it. Thanks to a lot of SUPPORT from
my friends, I have finally decided to pursue
my life long dream of becoming a
Chippendale dancer."
ELIGIBILITY: FULL-TIME JUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 1, 2001
In addition to completing a Student Entry Form, the student is required to
have a professor review the essay and fill out a Faculty Sponsor Form. Any
interested professor may act as a Faculty Sponsor. The college or university
is not required to have an official coordinator for the contest; however,
your campus may have, or wish to establish, an internal set of procedures.
FIRST PRIZE: $5,000
SECOND PRIZE: $2,500 THIRD PRIZE: $1,500
TWO HONORABLE MENTIONS: $500 EACH
Entry form and detailed guidelines available online
at www.eliewieselfoundation.org, or by sending a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
The Elie Wiesel Prize in Ethics
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
529 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1802
New York, NY 10017
Telephone: 212.490.7777 - '
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Final Fall Sports Standings
Men s Soccer:
Standings
Williams
Middlebury
Tufts
Amherst
Bowdoin
Wesleyan
Bates
Trinity
Colby
Conn. College
W
8
6
6
5
5
4
2
3
1
0
NESCAC
L
1
1
3
2
3
4
4
6
7
9
T
0
2
0
2
1
1
3
0
1
0
Pet.
.889
.778
.667
.667.
.611
.500
.389
.333
.167
.000
W
15
9
11
7
10
9
6
. 6
5
4
Overall
L
1
6
4
6
5
4
6
8
8
10
T
0
2
1
2
1
2
3
0
1
0
Pet.
.938
.588
.719
.533
.656
.667
.500
.429
.393
.286
Football:
Standings
Williams
Amherst
Tufts
Colby
Middlebury
Trinity
Wesleyan
Bates
Bowdoin
Hamilton
NESCAC
W
8
7
6
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
L
0
1
2
4
4
4
4
7
7
7
Pet.
1.000
.875
.750
.500
.500
.500
.500
.125
.125
.125
Overall
W
8
7
6
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
L
0
1
2
4
4
4
4
7
7
7
Pet.
1.000
.875
.750
.500
.500
.500
.500
.125
.125
.125
Women's Soccer:
Standings
Williams
Middlebury
Amherst
Bowdoin
Bates
Tufts
Trinity
Colby
Conn. College
Wesleyan
VoTIevfjaii
Standings
Wesleyan
Williams
Amherst
Tufts
Bates
Colby
Trinity
Middlebury
Hamilton
Bowdoin
Conn. College
W
9
6
5
5
5
5
3
2
1
1
if
NESCAC
L
0
3
3
3
3
4
6
6
6
8
T
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
NESCAC
N
9
8
8
7
6
6
5
3
3
1
0
L
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
7
8
Pet.
.900
.800
.800
.700
.600
.600
.500
.300
.273
10 .091
10 .000
1
Pet.
1.000
.667
.611
.611
.611
.556
.333
.278
.222
.111
Overall
W
15
11
15
11
10
8
7
6
5
2
(
W
30
29
24
20
24
17
14
13
10
7
2
L
2
5
4
4
4
7
8
6
7
11
T Pel.
0 .882
0 .688
1 .775
1 .719
1 .700
0 .533
0 .467
1 ,500
2 .429
1 .179
Dverall
L
6
4
7
12
11
11
16
12
18
23
20
Pet.
.833
.879
.774
.625
.686
.607
.467
.520
.357
.233
.091
Field Hockey:
Standings NESCAC
W L Pet.
Middlebury 8 1 .889
Bowdoin 7 2 .778
Williams 6 3 .667
Amherst 6 3 .667
Colby 5 4 .556
Wesleyan 4 5 .444
Conn, College 4 5 .444
Trinity 3 6 .333
Tufts 1 8 .111
Bates 1 8 .111
Overall
W L Pet.
10 5 .667
13 3 .812
12 5 .706
13 4 .765
8 7 .533
7 8 .467
7 8 .467
6 8 .429
3 10 .231
2 11 .154
Women's Cross Country:
Individuals competed at Divi-
sion III National Championships
Men's Cross Country:
Individual competed at Division
III National Championships
Women's Hockey Drops Two
Offensive and Defensive Woes Lead to Opening Weekend Defeats
BY ALICE ROBINSON
y Sports Writer
It was a disappointing week-
end for the women's ice hockey
team after they were defeated
by both Bowdoin and Colby
College. .
. In their season opener against
Bowdoin, Trinity was unable to
create any offensive opportuni-
ties as they were held scoreless,
by the Polar Bears. With the fi-
nal score 7-0, the Bantams were
handed their first loss in their
first game.
Bowdoin forward Shelly
Chessie had two goals and two
assists to pace the visiting Polar
Bears. The Bears were able to
put 61 shots on net, compared to
only nine for the Bantams....
Trinity sophomore goalie
Mimi MacKinnon played well
in goal for the Bants, making 54
saves on the night.
falls to 0-2 in the NESCAC,
while Colby remains unde-
feated.
The Bantams must play bet-
The Bantams must play better both
offensively and defensively if they wish
to be successful this season.
In their second contest of the
weekend, the Bantams were
again unable to generate any
offense, as Colby skated away
with a 4-0 victory.
• Colby forward Carrie
Swiderski had a goal and an as-
sist to lead the White Mules.
MacKinnon played well in
net again as she made 45 saves
on the day.
. After a long weekend, Trinity
ter both offensively and defen-
sively if they wish to be success-
ful this season. Trinity cannot
expect to win unless the team
can find some source of scoring
and. provide more help to
MacKinnon, who .was asked to
save far too many shots on the
opening weekend.
The Bantams will next travel
to NESCAC powers Williams
and Middlebury next weekend. WWW.TR1NCOU.EDUMimi MacKinnon made 94 saves in two games this weekend.
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Cross Country Has Strong
Showing at Dili Nationals
Bak '03, Emord '03Named All-Americans
BY ALICE ROBINSON
Sports Writer
The Trinity community can
be proud of their cross country
runners after individual run-
ners earned All-American hon-
ors for their performances this
past weekend.
Trinity junior co-captains
Ryan Bak and James Emord
earned honors at the NCAA Di-
vision III Men's Cross Country
National Championships at
Augustana College.
Bak finished sixteenth over-
all and set the College record
running the course in 24:39.
Emord followed close behind
finishing twenty-third overall
with a time of 24:45.
The top 25 competitors earn
All-American honors. Bak and
Emord finished higher than
any previous Bantam male run-
ner ever had at Nationals.
The women's team sent fresh-
man Christina Kane, who was
the first Trinity freshman ever
to qualify for the National
Championships. Kane finished
a respectable eighty-sixth with
a time of 18:28.
The success of the Trinity
runners is well deserved and
they continue to train with
hopes for future success and
will attempt to break their own
records.
WWW.TR1NCOLL.EDU
Ryan Bak '03 earned All-American honors this weekend.
Men's Basketball Takes One of Two
KATHRYN YOUNGBERG
\i Sports Writer
On Friday night the men's
basketball team was defeated
by the Adrian College Bulldogs
82-75 in the first round of the
Scarlet Raider Tip-off Classic at
the Golden Dome Athletic Cen-
ter on the Newark Campus of
Rutgers University.
Trinity, who posted an 18-6
record last season, led 37 to 31
at the half, after shooting 48.3
percent of the field.
Bantam senior tri-captains,
Bryan Dion, Colin Tabb, and
Matt Jones each scored eight
points in the first half.
Trinity continued to lead for
most of the second half until
Adrian senior guard Tom
Cieker caught fire. Cieker hit
eight 3-pointers, accounting for
all of his 24 points.
The Bulldogs tied up the
score with a minute remaining
in the game and then out-
scored Trinity in overtime 16-9.
Tabb led all scoring in the
contest with 28 points,shooting
eight of thirteen from the field
and hitting 11 of 14 foul shots.
_Qn Saturday, &£- teas, -w^nt
on to play the New York City
Technical College Yellowjack-
ets.
The Bantams defeated the
Yellow Jackets 91-83 in the con-
solation round of the tourna-
ment.
The Bantams took a 42-40
lead in at half time and then ex-
tended their lead in the second
half on the strength of shooting
63 percent from the field, while
holding on for the victory.
The Bants were led by Dion,
who scored 26 points and.
WWWJRINCOLL.EDU
Colin Tabb '02 was named to the All-Tournament Tearn^
grabbed 13 boards
Tabb added 24 p p i y
ting on 67 percent of his shots
from the field. Junior forward
Corey Days added 10 points and
eight rebounds, both career
highs, in his first career start.
Dion finished with 17 points
and a team-high nine boards.
Tabb was named to the All-
afnfor a pair of
•performances that saw him sink
18 of 28 shots from the field and
hit 12 of 15 from the foul line for
a combined total of 52 points on
the weekend.
The Bantams will take their 1-
1 record into their next contest
at Eastern Connecticut State
this Tuesday at 7:30 PM.
Men's Hockey Splits
on Opening Weekend
BY JAYME DORR
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's hockey
team opened its season this
weekend with two tough road
games at Salem State and
Southern Maine.
The Bantams fell 3-2 in their
opener to thirteenth ranked Sa-
lem State. Junior forward
Wendell Richards of Salem
State put home the game-win-
ning goal with just 2:12 left in
the third period.
Trinity's scoring came on
power plays in the first and
third periods. Senior Brian
Fenwick scored in the first pe-
riod just .3:39 into the game, off
assists from senior co-captain
Matt Greason and sophomore
Timjoncas.
Salem State tied the score in
the second period with a power
play goal 8:06 into the period.
The Bantams went ahead on
a power play goal byjoncas (as-
sisted by Greason, Martins
Lans) in the third period.
Things looked good for Trin-
ity until Salem State scored
twice in the final 4 minutes of
play. "We played really well for
56 minutes of the game," said
junior forward Greg O'Leary.
"We wish we could have this
one back."
The hockey team picked up
its first victory at Southern
Maine the next day by a score of
6-2.
Senior defenseman Martins
Lans scored a goal and added
two assists on the day, while
Greason also added a pair of as-
sists.
Freshman Joseph Ori, fresh-
man Ryan Stevens, Fenwick
and sophomore Dan Gyllstrom
also contributed with goals.
Senior goalie Geoff Faulkner
played well all weekend, as he
stopped 28 shots against Salem
State and turned aside 14 shots
against Southern Maine.
The Bantams will next play at
the Spurrier Tournament at
Wesleyan. Geoff Faulkner '02 played well in net for the Bantams on opening weekend. WWW.TR1NCOLL.EDU
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